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0 The angle about the x ax.is, r-eferred to aa roll. 
0 lJ The Eu 1 er a ng 1 e de noting rot.a ti on of i a hou t the j axiB, j E ( x .y. z ) 
The angle about they axis, referred to as pitch. 
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The angle about the z axis, referred t£> as yav •. 
ith connection point of a general ideal Stewart mechanism end a, i E 
( 1,2,3) 
jt.h coordinate of the ith connection point of a general ideal St.ey.·art 
mechanism end a, i E ( 1.2.3 ), j E ( x,y,z l 
itb connection point of a general ideal Ste,..,·art mechanism end b, i E 
( 1.2.3) 
jth coordinate of the ith connection point of a general ideal Stey.·art 
mechanism end b. i E ( 1,2,3 ), j E ( x1 y,z l 
9xl soft,..,·are arrav of B coordinates which is of the form: 
BT = [B lx.B l),,B 1~,B2x,B2y.B2z,B3X'B3y,B3z] 
connection point between tbe ith linkage and the generic nonideal 
Stewart mechanism end c, i E ( 1,2,3,4,5,6) 
jth coordinate of the connection point between the ith linkage and the 
generic nonideal Stewart mechanism end c, i E (1,2,3,4,5,6), j E (x,y,z) 
connection point between the ith linkage and the generic nonideal 
Stewart mechanism end d, i E (1,2,3,4,5,6) 
jth coordinate of the connection point between the i th linkage and the 
generic nonideal Stewart mechanism end d, i E {1,2,3,4,5,6), j E (x,y,z) 
9xl arr~y of linkage and controlled end side lengths, which has the 
form: zT = (l 1,l2,l3,l4,l5,l6,s 1,s2,S3) 
The length of linkage i, i e (1,2,3,4,5,6) 
9xl element software array of six linkage length values and three 
side length values 
connection point i of a joystick handle, i e (1,2,3) 
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x ind1cat.t- one of the threie axes of a standard cartesian coordinate 
svstem 
the x coordinate of hodv 1 
v indicate one of the three axes of a standard cartesian coordinate 
AYStem 
v the v coordinate of bodv i 
• l • • 
z indicate one of the thre-e axes of a standard cartesian coordinate 
svstem 
z1 the z coordinate of bodv i 
preceding subscripts 
b indicate a scaler, vector. or array referenced in the b-frame 
v.· indicate a scaler, vector. or array referenced in the v.·.c. s. 
preceding superscripts 
a indicate an actual value 
n indicate a value which is calculated by iterative techniques 
succeeding subscripts 
0 indicates the geometric center of a Stewart mechanism end 
1 ... 6 indicate a specific link.age or connection point 
a,b,c,d indication. of generi~ Stewart mechanism .ends 
est indicates a value resulting from an iterative calculation 
o indicates the geometric center of a Stewart mechanism end 
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6 dof poaition--orient.ation complex Sitt pose. 
6 dof velocity-angular velocity complex refers to the array, x,y,z,8,\¥.C I in 
pose space. 
space. 
active control when control signals pass f ram the mast.er to the slave, and 
f ee<lback signals pass from the slave to the master. The signals ""·hich are sent 
from the slave to the master are termed f ~dback or feedback signals. and these 
feedback signals can be used in a variety of ""·ays by the master. This is also 
called closed loop control. 
complex used to refer to the combination of a translational quantity and its 
rotational equivalent, e.g. position and orientation or force and torque. 
control signals The signals which pass from the master to the slave for the 
purposes of controlling the operation of the slave by the master. 
controlled end For a Stewart mechanism, mounted by one end to a structure 
whose pose in the w.c.s. is known, the controlled end is the end which will 
change pose in the w.c.s. when any of the linkage iengths are altered. 
ergonomics How well the joystick performs in the sense of being 'an extension 
of the body'. In other words, it is an attempt to define performance value~ of 
how easy and convienent the joystick is to use . 
. 
Xl 
feedback Signal.ff ~nt from a ala,·tt dt-,"lC't" to tht" m11s~r d~vice for the 
purposes of 1nform1ng the mas~r about the fftnk- of the slave. 
feedback signal• ~ f ~bock. 
fixed end Is the end of a SteYt·art mechanism ,..,.hich is mounted to some 
structure. The ftxed end does not change pose 1n the ,.., .. c.s. ,..,,hen any linkage 
lengths arc altered. 
force control is \\'hen the master specifies ,..,hat forces are to be induced in 
the slave. ~ovement of the slave depends on \\·hat force are induced in it and 
\\'hat tbe environmental constraints on the slave are. 
force response is v.·hen the joystick handle. y.·hen at a pose v.·hich is other 
than the origin pose, exerts a force on the hand of the operator. Generally, this 
' 
force is a resorative one. so that the joystick handle attempts to return t-0 the 
origin pose by exerting a force which, in pose space, is directed through the 
ongin. 
free end See controlled end. 
hybrid control any control scheme which is a combination of the above. It is 
possible to have a control algorithm which allows for different control modes to 
.be used along different axes. For the situation of a block being pushed up an 
incline, it may be desired to use position control along the axis parrallel to the 
inclined surface, and force control perpendicular to this a.xis. 
master The master is a device which sends signals to another device which 
direct action of that device, which is called the slave . 
. . 
Xll 
null rt,epoD.H mode 1.8 when the Joysllck handle can mo,~ fr~ly through the 
work volun1e and nche1ve all poMible poses vtith no resistance to movement. In 
other word.s, tht• J0)14lick handle can be moved hy an operator 1nliJ all of the 
poses \•,h1ch 1t i.B deB1gne-d to obtain, but at no t1n1e does 1t exert reactionary 
forces on the hand of the operator '"rith the possihe exception of forces due to the 
inertia of the joystick mechanism. 
orientation The angular values '"'hich specify the rotational position of an 
object in 3-dimensional space. Three angles are required to specify the rotation 
of an object in three-dimesional space: 8x - the angle about the x axi6, 8" - the 
angle about they axis, and 8z - the angle about the z axis .. For this study, 1-2-3 
Euler angles are used, v.·hich specify the 3-d rotation of an object in the order ex, 
8,... ez. ex is also denoted 8 and is called roll. 8,.. is also denoted as 't' and is 
. 
. 
denoted as pitch, 8z is also denoted as ¢ and is called yav.·. 
origin pose The origin of pose space and is defined as that pose having 
coordinates (0,0,0,0,0,0) in pose space. 
passive control is when control signals pass from the master to. the slave, but 
the master does not make use of any signals which may be sent to the master by 
the slave. This is also called open loop control. 
pose 1. The position and orientation in three-dimensional space of an object. 
2. A set of coordinates which describe. the position and orientation of an object 
in three-dimensional space. This requires three translational coordinates, 
usually labeled x, y, and z, and three rotational coordinates, usually called roll, 
pitch, and yaw; the angles about the x, y, and z axes, re~pectfully; and, for the 
duration of this study, denoted as 0, 'V, 4> (theta, psi, phi). Thus the pose would 
Xlll 
be represenu,.d aB (x,y,t,O,'tf,tL 
poee update frequency The frequenC)· at v,hich the joystick updates the pose 
values v,hich it outputs. Too slov.· an update frequenC)· causes the response of 
the pose valueR that the joystick outputs to noticably shadov.· the movement of 
the joystick handle, as \•,ell as being less accurate a protrayel of the actual poses 
v.·hich the joystick handle achieves. 
position The three translational coordinates of a point in three-dimensional 
space, normally denoted as x,y,z. 
position control is when the master dir&tly specifies the particu.lar poses 
which the slave is to assume. If the slave has a pose which varies from the pose 
specified by the master, it attempts to assume the pose sent by the master 
either in the fastest way possible, or there may be certain default guidelines on 
the v."ay it assumes the new pose. Generally, pose specification is done in a fast, 
repetitive way to mimimize the differences between successive poses. In the 
ideal case, position control results in the slaves movement being some mapped 
version of the masters movement. 
reference pose a specific pose of the joystick handle which is chosen as a 
'standard' or 'base' pose. This reference pose is used as reference against which 
to measure displacement in pose space. 
resistance response modes are when the joystick handle can attain all 
possible poses but where the joystick handle exerts resistance to movement 
which can be modeled as related to rate of motion. In other words, when the 
. 
XIV 
JO)'Btick handle 1s st.ationAry·. 1t eurtB no forcefl, but during movement, it e.xert.a 
a for~ which 1.8 a function of the velocity of the joystick handle. 
return pose i.s the pose which the joytJtick handle t.endB to return to when no 
forces or torques are applied t.o it by the user. 
restoring force is a force on the joystick handle by the joystick base which tend 
for the joystick handle t.o return to the return pose. 
restoring torque iB a torque on the joystick handle by the joystick base which 
tend for the joystick handle to return to the return pose. 
sensitivity The smallest differential movement value of the joystick handle 
which results in a change in the pose value output of the joystick. 
slave Any mechanism or machine which is controlled by signals it receives 
from another source, thus being termed the slave of that source. 
stewart mechanism a six linkage parrallel linkage mechanism. 
velocity control is when the master tells the slave what velocities the ·slave is 
to assume . .In this mode, a reference pose for the master must be defined, and 
any differences between actual poses of the master and the reference pose are 
converted into velocity commands for the slave, usually in a· linear manner. 
work volume The collection of all possible positions or poses that the joystick 
handle can obtain in three-dimensional space. One way of visualizing this is to 
consider a six-dimensional ·coordinate system with axes named for the six 
directions of freedom: translational m the x, y, and z directions and rotational 
in the roll, pitch, and yaw directions. Work Volume for a given joystick would 
xv 
then be \'l&uali.u,d as a plot 10 this au-d1mi-n1onal ap.ae1, of all po,uubl~ po&M 
that the joystick handle could obtain 
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ABSTRACT 
This thesis 1s a design study on the development of a six degree of 
freedom JO;,~tick for the ATLSS Stev,art-Platforn1-Base<l Fabrication System 
The main t.hruRt innovation of thi.R study y.·a1, the- use- of the- Ste,,,.·art n1echaniam 
as the design basis for the joyRtick. The purpose of this study \\'RB to de-sign, 
construct, and evaluate the performance of the Joystick. A passive Joystick 
y.·hich could not use feedback from the controlled de\;ce y.·as constructed and 
evaluated. The results of this evaluation were used in the design on active 
joystick ,...•hich has the ability to use both a variety of internal active response 
modes and feedback in order to efTfft forces in the joystick handle \vhich gives 
the operator a 'feel' of what is happening. 
1 
1 INTRODUCTION 
Thill mas~rff th~ais documcnl.8 the drivclopn1e.nt of n 6 dof Joystick for the 
ATLSS Stev,urt-Plntforn1-Bused Fnbncnl1on System. and 1.s presen~ in 
practical desiform ns opposed to tbeorellca1 form. 
1.1 Problem Description 
Advanced Technology for Large Structural Systems I ATLSS I is an 
organization funded mainly by the~ ational Science Foundation 1 ~SF 1, but also 
by industrial support and other grants. The purpose of ATLSS is to develop ney,· 
construction technologies applicable to the construction industry, and to assist 
the construction industry's efforts to adopt ney,· technology. 
One of the projects at ATLSS. project "IFC~2 of the Integrated Building 
Systems cluster. was the design, construction, and testing of a crane prototype 
based on the Stewart Platform configuration. In this study, the crane prototype 
will be refered to as the Stewart-Platform-Based Fabrication System (SPBFS). 
The SPBFS is a system designed to perform tasks similar to that of a 
.crane, but with full control over the positioning of loads in the work volume -
this ability derives directly from the Stewart Platform configuration. In other 
words, the SPBFS was designed to be able to control the six degrees of freedom 
(6 dof): the three translational degrees of freedom (commonly referred to ·as x, y, 
and z) and the three rotational degrees of freedom (commonly referred to as roll, 
pitch, and yaw - the angles about the x, y, and z axes, respectively) of the load. 
As the design of the system neared completion, it became a major concern to-
2 
d~velop a hand controller \tlhich would allow dirKt human control of the SPBFS 
The problem ,....hich this stud)· was directed to,...·arciB soh,ng can be stau-d 
as the need for a general purpose 6 dof hand controller for the SPBFS More 
specifically, lh1B controller n1ust he eaBy to use, convenient, and ergonomic; it 
must have a nonrestnctive Y,ork volume alloY.-ing n relatively large range of 
movement; it must have several response modes and be able to use feedback 
signals to indicate to the operator conditions y,·hich the controlled mechanism 
undergoes during controlled operation. 
1.2 Solution Method 
This solution method of tlus study was simple. The steps that were 
followed are as follows: 
• Preliminary Stages:· 
1. Investigation of existing hand controllers and related instruments and 
their applications and control methods. 
2. Delimitiation of the desired abilities and characteristics of the SPBFS 
6dof hand controller. 
• Experimental Stages: 
3. Determine possible solution forms for the SPBFS 6 dof hand 
controller. 
4. Select pro~sing solution forms from the work of stage 3. and 
3 
romple~ detailed deaign.8 
5. Build and test SPBFS 6 dof hand controller prototypes. For RB long RB 
the prototypes are 1nadequate in any "'ay: design, build, and test further 
prototype revisions. 
4 
2 BACKGROtJ1+.1D 
To fully de&eribe the placement of an object. in 3-dimenaional space 
requires thre,e lran.slational coord1nuws and tJ1re-e oncntallonul coordinates. 
The three translational coordinates are referred to as the position v.'hile the 
three rotational coordinnws are referred to a.s the orientation. The six 
coordinates together are referred to a.s the pose of the object. 
In order to describe the pose of an object in 3-dimen.sional space requires 
a coordinate system defined s-0 that it does not move relative to the frame of 
reference of the ·world'. This coordinate svstem is commonlv referred to as the . . 
world coordinate system , ,,.. .. c.s. l or world-frame ! w-frame l. There must also be a 
coordinate system defined relative to the object itself. necessary to define the six 
pose coordinates. The position of an object is defmed as the three translation 
coordinates measuring the translation of the origin of the objects coordinate 
system, a coordinate system fixe<l to the object, with respect to the v.·.c.s .. while 
the orientation of the object is defined as the three rotational coordinates 
measuring the rotation of the objects coordinate system with respect to the 
W.C.S .. 
The coordinate system used in this study are right-handed cartesian 
coordinate systems with axes x, y, z and rotations about these axes defined as 0, 
'V, q> or ex, ey, ez respectively. Figure 2.1 on page 25 shows a general coordinate 
system. 
2.1 Coordinate Transformations 
When dealing with 3-D movement, it is often useful or necessary to 
5 
lranalatA, betWN,n variou.s roord1nau- syat.emB or frame-& 'I'wo general nght-
handed coordinate systems, i and J. can be defined which share the ume origin 
and initial orientation, as shoYln in figure 2.2, on page 7. For o general polnl /'· 
defined and fued m the J-frome v.rit.h coordinates '/'x- }'_.,,, /':-'· 1t is possible to 
'Ylri~ relation.a for the coordinates of v in the 1-frame, 1v, given general rotallonB 
of the j-f rame v.rith respect to the i-frame by the general rotational 
transformation: 
l' = A @-U· '/l' 
I &) 
,•,here ,i· and_,"-· are the vecwr pointing to v as represented in the i-frame 
and j-frame, respe~tively given by: 
T = l,t' -l' ·l' J 1. , x~, v'1 r 
,{ I = ( {' {' {' ) 
J J TJ .'") r 
l2.2a l 
(2.2b) 
and A .. is the 3x3 rotational transform matrix \\'hich transforms vectors 
. ') 
from the j-frame to the i-frame. 
lt is easy to form the necessary rotational transform matricies for 
independant rotations of e, 'V, or¢: 
for a rotation of v and the j-frame about the ·i-frame x axis an angle .e, 
~je -
cos(9) -sin(8 0 
sin(9) cos(e 
0 0 
0 
1 
(2.3a) 
for a rotation of v and the j-fraine about the i-frame y axis an angle 'JI, 
6 
1 
0 
0 u 
0 61 nf '+f I COfJI '*1 
(2.3b) 
for. a rotation oft· and the J-frame about tbe i-frame z axis an angle ¢, 
cosf9) s1n(8 0 
A,JO - 0 1 0 , 2.3cl 
-sin( 01 cos( 8 0 
For a general 3-<limen~ional ro_tation situation. three angles of rotation 
are required to represent any possible rotation. The angular representation 
used in this study are the angles of 1-2-3 Euler angular representation. 
( 2.412• 
The nonindependant nature of the rotations is evident because matrix 
multiplication is not communative. From equation 2.1, it is evident that, 
knowing the posi~ion of a point in the i-frame, and the rotational transform 
matrix for the j-frame with respect to the i-frame, the position of the point in the 
j-frame can be found by premultiplying equation 2.1 by the inverse of the 
rotation transform matrix, 
A-1 V = .. ·V ) l) l (2.5) 
2.2 The Stewart Platform 
The Stewart Platform, or Stewart mechanism which is the more general 
form, comes into this study in two ways: 
7 
· Finl, a major emphA•UI .,.a.a placed on the appuc.atJon of the S~wart 
mechanism u a ney.· areo of re&earch for 6dof hand controller detugn. 
- Second, the SPBFS, for y.•ruch tlus study y.·as concerned \li~1t.h the 
development of a 6dof hand controller. 1.8 it.self based around a St.eYi·art 
mechanism. 
2.2.1 Introduction 
In general. one can speak of a S~v.·art mechanism, v.'hich is the more 
general version of the Stev.·art Platform. 
The Stev.·art mechanism family is a subset of the parallel link 
manipulator family. 
Parallel link ·manipulators are where the linkages of the mechanism are 
connected side by side format (in parallel\ as shown in figure 2.2 on page 26. 
Parallel link mechanisms have as inh ~rent design advantages high rigidity 
against forces and torques, but tend to have more limited movement ranges. 
Knowledge of the position and orientation of one end of a parallel link 
mechanism with respect to the other allows a closed Jorm solution for the 
linkage lengths, but there is no known closed form solution for the case where 
the linkage lengths are known and the positon and orientation of the ends is 
desired. 
The general ideal Stewart mechanism is a mechanism consisting of two 
rigid structures, also called ends or platforms, connected together by six 
independant linkages. The configuration for a general stewart mechanism is 
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ahown m figure 2.3 on page 27. 
The geometry of the Stewart mechanism is such that h)· controlling the 
lengtllB of the six linkages. the position and orientation of the tY.·o ends relative 
to each other can be controlled. One y.·ay t.o accomplish this iB to use cables for 
the hnkngcH - ,.,,,th the proviRory that the Stev,,·art mcchaniBm be mounted 
vertically, y.·1th one platform fixed to some structure v,,·ith knoy,·n poAe and the 
other platform hanging helov, it so that gra\·ity generated forces ke,ep t.ension in 
the six linkage cables. lndependant control of the lengths of the linkages. e.g. 
by r~ling the cables in or out on by v,,rinches. gives control over the position and 
orientation of the lower platform v,,'ith respect to the upper platform. \\'ith 
proper design, the Ste,..,·art mechanism is stable and able to resist large forces 
and torques applied from any ang1e without deformation. 
During this study, the term fixed end when ref erring to a Ste\\·art 
mechanism. will refer to that end which does not change pose in the ,.-,.c.s. when 
any of the linkage lengths are altered. Likewise, the term free end or controlled 
end will refer to that end of a Stewart mechanism which does change pose in the 
w.c.s. when any linkage lengths are altered. 
2·.2.2 Relevant Mathematical Theory 
For the purposes of this study, it is assumed that the pose of the fixed 
end of a Stewart mechanism is always known. There are two general problems 
associated with control of a Stewart mechanism: 
- The forward kinematics problem: The problem where the lengths of the 
six linkages are known and the pose of the free end of the Stewart mechanism is 
9 
deain~d 
- Tht9 ret~rt11e ktnt9niatics probl~ni · The other problem 1s where the pose of 
the f re,e end of the Stevntrt mechanism is knov.·n and the lengths of the six 
linkages are desired. 
In general, for a parallel link mechanism like the Stev,art mechaniam, 
revers-e kinematic calculations hnve a closed form f«1lution hut fon•,ard 
kinematic calculations do not and are generally solved by 1terat1ve methods. 
• ~otation: 
An ideal Ste,,,,·art mechanism is used here to refer to a Ste,,,,·art 
mechanism for "'·hich each end has three linkage connection points. each of 
"'·hich is the site for the connection of two linkages. For the mathematical 
modeling of the ideal Stewart mechanism notation is defined as in figure 2.3 on 
page 27. This is a common way to begin the analysis for a Stewart mechanism, 
but in the general practical case, no two linkages join either end at the same· 
connection point. Notation for the nonideal Ste\\·art mechanism is shown in 
figure 2.4 on page 28. Mathematical derivations will be presented in detail for 
the ideal case. Important equations will be presented for the nonideal case-since 
their derivation is analogous to the ideal results. 
In this study, notation for a given vertically mounted Stewart 
mechanism was arrived at by making use of a coordinate system chosen fixed to 
the fixed end of the Stewart mechanism, with thex-y plane on the platform. 
First, the connection points of the link.ages to the fixed end are numbered 
starting from the x axis and rotating in a positive sense in the x-y·plane. For an 
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ideal SUtwart mechaniffm end, ther~ are threie connect.lon poinllJ, and for a 
non1dea1 St.cv.·nrt mt-c.hnn1sm. there art" up to ,ux connection point.B The 
linkages nrc tl1en nun1hert-<l, Htnrt.1ng frorn tht· poH1t1ve x nx1H half of thc x-z 
plane. and rotating nhout tJu· z nx1,; 111 tJ1e pot11t1ve direction The conne-ct1on 
point.B of the controlled end are al.Ao nun1bered starting from the conne,ct1on 
point where linkage 1 1s connected and proceeding in a rotationally positive 
direction about the z axis. 
For the rest of this chapter, it is as.sume<l that the coordinates of the 
connection points betv;een the linkages and the fixed end. the a-end for the 
general ideal s~,.,·art mechanism and the c-end for the general nonideal 
Stev:art mechanism, are knov.""D. 
• Reverse kine ma tics: 
The problem where the pose of the free end platform is knovro and the 
lengths of the linkages are desired is knovro as the reverse kine ma tics problem. 
- Ideal Case (the 3 pointed Stewart mechanism): 
Notation is that defined in figure 2.3, on _page 27, for the ideal Stewart 
·platform. Figure 2.5, on page 29, shows the b-end notation in detail. The pose 
is known and.is given by, 
(2.1) 
First, the points where the linkages connect to the end of the Stewart 
Platform must be located: 
(2.6a) 
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( 2.6c) 
Then the individual linkage lengths can be obt.a1ne<i. 
11 • [ < h l 1 - a l 1 >: + ( h 1, - a 1 ,,. t: + ( h 1: - a 1: t: l 1 '': 
,2.7b1 
( 2.7c I 
""" "' ~ 1 """ I~= [ (h3.1 -a_"l..i) ... f- (f>."l.\ -a_"l.vr-· + (h~:-a_-..,:) ... ] .... ,2.,el 
I = [ ( h - a ): + ( h - a ,: + ( h.. - a ,: J 1 :: 6 J1 l.i . ~\ 1v .,: 1: ( 2. 7fl 
- nonideal case: 
Nonideal Stewart mechanism notation is that as defined in figure 2.4, on 
page 28, for the nonideal Stewart mechanism. Figure 2.6 on page 30 shows the 
general notation for the controlled end of a nonideal Stewart mechanism. 
Nonideal Stewart mechanisms· are any Stewart mechanisms with six 
linkages, but more connection points than the six connection points of the ideal 
Stewart mechanism. For a six linkage Stewart mechanism, the maxjmum 
number of connection points is 12. 
Whatever the number ofconne.ction points, the derivation of the 
equations for the reverse kinematics equations is simple and follows that of the 
ideal case presented in the preceeding parts of this section. 
• forward.kinematics: 
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The forwnrd k1nemnllc11 problem for thr S~\tlRrt platform 11' whertt thc 
lengths of thc hnkngcs 1s known and the poii1llon and onenlallon of the end of 
the S~v,art meclu1niam U1 de111rN1 
No closed fonn ff.Olut1on u; knov.·n for the geometry of the St.ev.·nrt 
mechanism. There nre several t«Jlut1on methodA. The method commonlv used 
and v.·hich lR used here 18 n form of :SeY,ton'A ~1ethod :Sev.'ton'8 ~1ethod 18 used 
y,•here a function is kno"'·n. and 1t 1.R desired to find a zero for the function. It 
involves first generating a guess for the zero. then attempting to refine the 
guess by adding to the guess a pre<licte<l guess corre<"tion \•,hich is found by 
multiplying the slope of the function at the guess by the function value at the 
guess. 
and. 
. .ff . ,flU JJ ] 
'correcnon = ---
/l,rut'JJ] 
'+ 1 guess - 'g uc ss .+ 'corrccrion ( 2.9) 
This procedure for guess correcting can be iterated until the guess falls 
within a desired error band. This method. is illustrated in figure 2.7 on page 31. 
- Ideal Case: 
Notation is that defined in figure 2.3 on page 27 for the ideal Stewart 
mechanism .. There are nine coordinates for the coru;iection points of the h-end. 
Thus there must be nine equations relating these :unknowns to known values. 
First, the six equations giving the linkage lengths as a function of the 
coordinates of the b-end and a-end co.nnection points are formulated: 
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I 1. ., ., ., (2.10a) • (bi. - a 1.a)· + (b3_., - a 1_-,.r + (b3:-a1:>6 1 
/., 1 
., ., ., (2.10b) • (bi. - 02.1)· + (b 3:, ·-- a2yr + (b3: - al: r .. 
I ·1 ., ., ., (2.10c) • (b 11 - a2.1)· + (b 1,Y - Q2~)• + (bl: - al:)· 3 
I 1 ., ., ., (2 .10d) • (bl.r - a1,)· + (bl_Y - QJ:,r" + (b1:-a3:)· 
" 
/ : , ., ., (2.10e) • (bl.r - 03.1)· + (b2y - a3 . ,.)· + (b2: - a3: )· 5 
I 1 , ., ., (2.1 Of) C (!>21 - a1.r)· + (b2Y - Q} ,..)"' + (b2: - a 1: )· b 
The three equations relating the sides of the free end of the ste\\·art 
·mechanism as a function of the connection points are formulated: 
., ., 
-; ., (2.lla) sl ... (b l.x - b2.r )· + (h 1 \' ..., b2 ... )· + (bl: - h2.: )· -
., , ., ., (2.llb) s., ... 
- (bb - b3.It + (b2 ... - b3._. )· + (b, • . - b~.)· 
.. ..._ - . 
., , ., ., 
s ... 
- ( h 3.x - b l.r)· + (b3..- - bi..,)· + (b3: - .b 1: )· (2.11c) 3 
To solve these 9 simultaneous equations, a differential relation between 
the lengths of.the linkages and sides and the coordinates of the connection 
points of the end platform is required. The equations of the system are 
differentiated with respect to a change in the end platform pose, dposeb, 
and, likewise, 
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dJ .. 
., . 
.:.s.,--
...JpoJ.1. 
dJ, 
2s--
3Jpou to 
\llhich reduce to: 
dl1 -
(t,
1 
-a
1 
l (t, -a".\ (h 1.-.a,.l 
J J db + h J.,. d''- . .. dh 
' 
l.x / ,, h + / 1: 
l i l 
{b. -a,) (b 1 -a,\ (b 1.-a,_) 
I .I -' db + ~ •.,. db + • - d h 
J... 1.x /., h /., 1 : di., -
and, 
bu -b2.z b -b b -b 
ds 1 
2r l.r db h· 2 ... , 
- d dbl + + .· . ·db + ds 2 ds I SI 1 I 
b -b b -b b2:-bl· 2v I .... l: 2: db 
. ·db + + d .db2 ds 2 ds I I l SI 
b -b b3.x -b2..t b -b 
ds2 - 2.t 
3
..r db + d db3 + 2y 3ydb + ds 2 ds 2 2 J2 2 
b -b b2:-b3r b -b 3y 2ydb + d db2 + .. 3: 2: db3 ds 3 2 s2 ds2 
b3x.-bb: bb-b3.x b -b 
ds3 - . . db + ds dbl + 
3y ly db 
ds 3 d 3 + 3 3 S3 
b -b b3: -blz b1z--b3z 
. ly 3y db + d db3 + ds db1 ds l 3 S3 3 
(2.12g) 
(2.12h) 
(2.12il 
(2.13a) 
(2.13b) 
(2.13c) 
(2.13d) 
( 2.13e_) 
(2.13f) 
(2.13g) 
(2.13h) 
(2.13i) 
The resulting system of differential equations may be written as the 
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malri~ equal.loo 
dl = J db (2.14) 
\\'here dl l1l a 9x 1 array ,...·h1ch hold.s the six differential linkage lengthB 
and the thr~ differential side lengths. and db is a 9x 1 array. y.•hich holds the 
nine differential changes 1n the free end conn~tion point coorrunates, as 
follo,...·s: 
J= 
di., 
dl,4 
di = dis 
dl6 
ds 1 
ds9 
.... 
ds3 
r2.15a1 
and J is the system jacobian, defined as follows: 
b -a b -a bl:-al: l.i l.i I \ Iv 0 0 0 0 0 
'1 / I '1 
b 1 -a, b -a b 1.-a,. .I _, I\ 2v 
. - 0 0 0 0 0 
I, I, I, 
b., -a, b -a bl:-~ 
0 0 0 ..:..t J...f 2\ 2v 0 0 
,3 /3 ,3 
b'b - a3.x b -a bl: - a3: 0 0 0 2y 3_v 0 0 
. /4 /4 /4 
b3.x - a3.1 b .:_a 0 0 0 0 0 0 
3v 3v 
. . 
's 's 
b3.x -alx b3 -al 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
y y 
/6 /6 
bl.x -b'b bly-b2y bI:-b2z b'b-bix b2y-biy b2z-b·1z 0 0 
SI SJ SI SI SI SI 
0 0 
ba-b3x 'b2y-b3y b2z-b3z b3.x-bh b3y-b2y 
0 
s2 s2 s2 s2 s2 
bix -b3.x biy -b3y biz -b3z 0 0 0 
b3x-blx b3y-biy 
S3 S3 S3 S3 S3 
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0 
0 
0 
0 
b3: -a3: (2.16) 
's 
b3: -al: 
16 
0 
b3z -b2z 
s2 
b -b 3z · Iz 
S3 
Because di lB kno"'"n and J can be cnlcula~ from k.tlo"'"n values, 
equation 2. i n1ust be premulllplie<i by the inverse of the ff)'ff~n1 Jncob1an mat.ru, 
J· 1. w give n relation for the free end vertex coord1nnteff nrrny, b 
12.1 il 
Viith equation 2.14. the predicted error of b. db. can be calculated 
directly. Aney,· estimated b. the connection point coordinates array. can then be 
calculated as the old b plus the predicted error db. 
b = b + db (2.181 
The ney,· estimated b can be checked for mathematical acruracv bv 
finding v.'hat linkage lengths. l ~· and v.·hat side lengths, s -4, it predicts. using ('l), l,t'.:,., 
equations 2. 7 a to 2. 7f ( and substituting/ i.t!st for l, ). and equations 2 .Ba to 2.8c 
( and substituting si,t!st for s,- ): 
and, 
I :2 ') .... 
.... 
- (a3.l-hbJ·· + (a?w-h1) ... + (a3:-h1:) ... 1.esr 
') ') ') .... 
12.es/" - (a 3.l - h2 .. ) ... + (a 3'" -b2) ... + (a 3: -h2:_l ... 
') ') ') ') 
13,est .. - (a1-,.-b2x) ... + (ah-b2) ... + (a 1:-b::) ... 
') ') ') ') 
14.es/" 
~ (a h-P3x)- + (a}',, -b3) ... + (a 1: -h3:)-
') ') . ') ') 
1s.es/" - (a2,.. - b3x) .. + (a2y -b3yt + (0 2: -b3z) .. 
') ') ') ') 
16.est .. - (a2x -bixY- + (a2y-bly) ... + (a2: -biz) .. 
s.1,es/ = (b1x-b2x)2 + (bly-b2y)2 + (b1z-b2.z)2 
s2,es/ = (b2x-b3x)2 + (b2y-b3y)2 + (b2z-b3z)2 
s3,es/ = (b3x-b1x)2 +·(b3y-b1y)2 + (b3z-b1z)2 
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(2.19a) 
.(2.19b) 
( 2 .19c) 
(2.19d) 
(2.19e) 
(2.19D 
(2.19g) 
(2.19h) 
(2.19i) 
These values for le., and ~ea can be checked for 11ccurnC)' aga1nst the 
actual values given in/, and, 1f the)· arc not ncccpt..uble, n ne"'· system JHcobian, 
J, can be culculnt.ed according w equnt1onR 2 9. u,ung the nev.· b, l,.i for I. and 
.'i,61 for s. TI1e procedure 1B tJ1en cont1nue<l nB before. and can be repeated until 
an accept.ably accurate b array 1s found. 
Once an acceptably accurat.e b array i.s found, the pose may he calculated. 
The method of pose calculation y,·ill vary ,..,;th the desired method of 
representing the orientation angles. For this study, orientation y,·as repres-ente<i 
using Euler angles y,·ith tbe order of rotation being 8. '+'· o - i.e. first, the rotation 
about the x-ELx.is, then about the y-axis, then ahout tbe z-axis. Csing this 
scheme, the pose is calculated as folJoy,·s: 
First, the center point coordinates are found of the b-end: 
ho_x 
1 (2.20a) 
- ~{h 1.x + h1;. + hJt ') 
hov 
1 (2.20b) 
- 3(h1_, + h2y + h3_) 
ho: 
1 (2.20c) 
- 3( h 1: + h 2: + h 3: ) 
but these are also the three translational coordinates, or postion, of the 
b-end: 
xb = b0x (2.21a) 
Yb= b0y (2.21b) 
zb = b0z (2.21c) 
Then, the three 1-2-3 Euler angles as defined for the orientation. in this 
study are found, 
ct>b = ebz = i,:zvtan 
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(b -b ) oy · 2y 
(box -b2) 
(2.21d) 
't'I, • 8/,) • lft\'Jl11 
and the pose of the b~nd 1s finally. 
1/, -1, .. I 
.-. .r 
, 
,, ,, : 
(/,, -l, I 
., h 
, ,1118 I 
r 
2.3 The SteY,art-Platform-Based Fabrication Svstem 
12.21-,1 
, 2.22, 
The Ste,s.·art-Platform-Base<l Fabrication System ( SPBFS l, is a part of 
the ATLSS Automated Construction 'Erection Svstem ! ACES l. ACES is the 
total picture of the ATLSS connection, a connection designed to facilitate the 
automated insertion of structural components into existing superstructure 
frameworks, the automation/environment database softv,are. which v.ri.11 control 
the automated work on site, the 6 dof active joystick (powerstick). the hand 
controller for the SPBFS, designed in chaper 6, and the SPBFS. These four 
main components of ACES are to be main thrusts of research in the near future 
as of the writing of this erudite study. 
The Stewart-Platform-Based Fabrication System (SPBFS), is an 
experimental robotic crane. It was designed and constructed by ATLSS for use 
within ATLSS.for a variety ·of purposes. 
The overall design of the SPBFS is a Stewart Platform suspended from a 
trolley which can move in one direction. The trolley is used to position the 
Stewart Platform in the general area along its path of travel where the Stewart 
Platform is supposed to be. The Stewart Platform.is used to finely position and 
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onent thr bottom platform &o that the ~nd rffect.or. manipulator, or load which 
it c.arrieff haB the correct pose 1n the v.·orld-f rnme to carry· out the ne.xt task at 
hand. The SPBFS iB dingran1n1ed 1n figur<- 2.8 on page 32 
2.4 Overv1ev.· Of Hand Controller Device Types 
For the purposes of thiB study, hand controller de\;ces are to he defined 
as any de\;ce ,..,·h1ch serves as an interface bet,..,·een human beings and any 
device or machine Y,hich translates hand movements on the part of the human 
beings into signals ,..,.hich control some or all behavior of the device or machine. 
This information flov.· scheme is portrayed in block diagram in figure 2.8. 
2.4 .. 1 Sensing Methods 
• Event Sensors: 
Event sensors look for a particular change in their state. Two-state 
sensors may be viewed as having on and off states, and may, for example, be 
high-rising sensors and would then signal that an event has occured every time 
their state changes from off to on, but the continuous states of on or off as well 
as the event of changing from on to off would result in no output. Mechanical 
typerwriter keys are forms of event sensors. 
• Discrete: 
Discrete input devices have two or more .st~tes that they can be in. The 
operator controls the state of the device and the control output reflects what 
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st.a~ the de\"let' 1.8 1n. E:umplee ar~ on/off buttonB, sw1t.ches, etc. Power 
sw1t.che11 are deacre~ de,r-ic-eff The&e de,r1ces mnmllun their output until set to a 
ne\t.· st.a~ 
The kevboard is a form of hand controller 1n that 1t serves as an interface 
betv.·e,en man and machine. The keyboard lR oflen uHed, albeit HomellmcR 
crudely. RB a hnnd controller during many research and development efforts. 
This entails using the keyboard as basically an array of buttons v-·ith the same 
application potential as is detailed under buttons, s,.,.·itches. rocker sv,itc.hes, etc. 
( see above). \. a nous programs during the soft,.,.·are development and testing for 
the SPBFS used the keyboard aB a hand controller \s.·ith B-atiBfactory results ( at 
least while not during a demonBtration). 
• Continuous: 
Continuous input devices base their have a continuously variable control 
output. Dials, slide pots are generally continuous input devices and control 
parameters which can assume a continuum of values. a dial in everyday use is 
the wheel of a car. 
Arrays of dials are sometimes used by CAD/CAM systems for, among 
other things, moving objects about in the three-dimensional space of the. 
CAD/CAM system. This requires at least six dials: three for positioning 
(translation) and three for orientation (rotation). 
Mice, pens and pads, pens and screens, trackballs, and rocker pads are 
basically· continuous two dimensional controllers. With a little practice, they are 
generally very easy and convienent to use. The most common application for 
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them 111 the computer · wherti thtty o~n &en·ti th" purpoa,ti of moving II rur80r 
about the monitor screien. u two-<iimeruuonal surfnc-c Thuli the&e cont.roller& a~ 
dimen1uonally and ergonom1cnlly ideal for thl8 npplicnt1on. 
2.4 .2 Emling Crane C-Ontrollers 
• pendants: 
Pendants are devices v..·hich allov..· manual control of mechanisms such as 
cranes. robots. etc. They are port.able and are usually designed to be hand.held 
and carried by the operator as he moves about the machine being controlled. 
Generally, they have an array of two-statR buttons or rocker sv..·itches ,.,,hich 
control movements of the machine. Generally, the movement of the machine in 
each of its degrees of freedom is controllable in both a positive and negative 
sense. Control is generally of an off/on nature with the speed of movement 
determined by preset values, although pendants ...-.rith several speeds of 
movement or even continuous speed variation are available. See section 4.2 for 
a discussion of the recommended form for a SPBFS pendant, pictured in figure 
4 .. 2 on page 53. 
• Lever Banks: 
Lever banks are arrays of one-dimensional levers, each of which controls 
one degree of freedom or one operation of a crane. This is the normal way that a 
construction site crane is controlled. 
• joysticks: 
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There nrf' many vnrialions of the Joystick 
The most common are the two degree of freedom ( 2dofl Joysticks used inn 
y,~ide variety of npplicalions The Joyst1ck.s handle moves rotat1onally in two 
directions, nnd iB generally used for the pos1lloning of something in a planer 
field, e.g. for curR.or positioning on a computer screen. 
Three degree of freedom , 3dofi joysticks generally have tbe two 
rotational degrees of freedon1 as tbe 2dof joysticks. and have a tiurd dof "·hich 
may eitber be longitudinal extension of the joystick handle. or rotational 
freedom of tbe joystick handle about it.B longitudinal axis. These joysticks may 
be used in 3-<limensional positioning, but are more commonly used in video 
game applications. 
A four dof joystick ( 4don generally has the two basic dofs 'With the t,vo 
additional possibilities mentioned in the previous paragraph. 
2.4.3 Mechanical Design Families 
The purpose of this section is to present the various design families 
which the various mechani~al designs of multidimensional or multiple degree of 
freedom hand controllers fall into. 
Series Linkage Design: 
Serial link manipulators are where the linkages of the mechanism are 
connected end to end in a chairi format (in series), as in figure 2.10 of page 45. 
Serial link mechanisms excel in applications requiring large displacements and 
rotations, but are inherently compliant and errors tend to propagate and grow 
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from hnka~ lo hnka~ An n-<it,gT~ off r~om ngid &cnal mechan1Jtm 
re,qu1rM nt least n Join~ 1tl1e conncct.lon bet,..,·ricn ty,•o ndJncent hnkngesl, but 
may hnve n1ort• Con1n1on Joint forn1~ nrt• ht•nd1ng revolute, nx1nlly revolute, 
and pnsn1ntic for ngid n1echan1sn1B Kno\•.-ledge of Joint ungleB und linkage 
lengths of n senal link mechan11,m alloYw·B n closed forn1 A-Olullon for tlu· post1on 
and onent.ation of any linkage y,·it.h respect to another Given Ule post1on and 
onent.ntion het\•,e,en ty,·o linkages. det.erm1n1ng the Joint \·alueA bct\,.'e{·n the tYw'o 
linkages has no closed solution for nontrivial situation£, and must he solved 
iter at1ve 1 v. 
Parallel Lz nkage Design: 
Parallel link manipulators are v.·here the linkages of the mechanism are 
connected side by side format ( in parallel l, as shov.'TI in figure 2 .3 on page 27. 
Parallel link mechanisms have as inherent design advantages high rigidity 
against forces and torques, but tend to have more limited movement ranges. 
Knowledge of the position and orientation of one end of a parallel link 
mechanism with respect to the other allows a. closed fotm solution for the 
linkage lengths, but there is no known closed form solution for the case where 
the linkage lengths are known and the positon and orientation of the ends is 
desired. 
Hybrid Design: 
A hybrid design is any design which has characteristics of both parallel 
and serial design. This means that there is some combination of serial linkages 
in parallel and/or parallel linkages in series. For a Stewart mechanism using 
rigid linkages,. each linkage must be a serial mechanism with a minimum of six 
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joints for the whole Stevn1rt mec.hanu1m to rt,Liun 1L8 full 6dofs. Rigid linkage 
Stewart mechanisms find many npphc.nt1ons such ns 1n flight ,:nmulnt.ora 
[Stev.·art ]. A 6dof joyallc.k ,.,..itJ1 tJ1rt--c· KU-Joint f4.ennl linkngeff 1n pnrnllel y,·ns 
introduced in 1991 Sept.ember by RSI Research Ltd [ HSI Re-search] 
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1 
General Coordinate System 
figure 2.1 
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y 
General Parallel Mechanism 
figure 2.2 
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! 
General Ideal Stewart Mechanism 
figure 2.3 
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c., 
c. (, 
General N onideal Stewart Mechanism 
figure 2.4 
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b3 
Notation for an Ideal Stewart Mechanism End 
figure 2.5 
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Notation for a N onideal Stewart Mechanism End 
figure 2.6 
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Newton's Method 
figure 2.7 
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The Stewart-Platform-Based Fabrication System 
figure 2.8 
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figure 2.9 
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General Serial Mechanism 
figure 2.10 
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3 REQUIREME?\'TS FC>R THE SPBFS 6IX>F liA~D C0~1RClLLER 
ThiB chapter des.cribeff the collecu-.d ideas of y.·hnt the SPBFS 6dof 
St.eY.·art Hand Controller should be able w nccornphs.h. 
For this chapter. the term Joystick 1s used to refer to a 81.X degr~ of 
freedom hand controller. 
3.1 Specification Criteria 
• \\. ork \T olume: 
"'ork Volun1e, for a 6dof joystick and for the purposes of this_ study. is the 
collection of all possible positions or poses that the joystick handle can obtain 
relative to the joystick base in three-dimensional space. One way of visualizing 
this is to consider a six-dimensional graph with axes named for the six 
directions of freedom: translational in the x, y, and z directions and rotational in 
the roll, pitch, and yaw directions. \\Tork volume for a given joystick would then 
be visualized as a plot in this six-dimenional space of all possible poses that the 
joystick handle could obtain. 
• Pose Update Frequency: 
Pose update frequency is the frequency at which the joystick updates the 
pose values which it outputs. Too slow an update frequency causes the response 
of the pose values that the joystick outputs to noticably shadow the move.ment of 
the joystick handle, as well as being less accurate a protrayal of the actual poses 
which the joystick handle achieves. 
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• Seruullvity: 
Sentutu,11:,· is the smallest differenllal move.ment value of the JO)'ltllc.k 
handlt' which results in a change 1n tbe pose value output of tbe JO)~tlc.k 
AJJ tius value is dependant on the sensors used to follov.· tbe joystick 
handle movement. this value v.·as regarded as something Y,h1ch could he 
improved as desired. 
• Ergonomics: 
Ergononz ics is hov-· well the joystick performs in. the sense of being ·an 
extension of the body'. In other words. it is an attempt to define performance 
values of hov-· easy and convienent the joystick is to use. 
AE various joystick design configurations were being looked at. a major 
concern was that they be a tool t-0 use, like a keyboard, but that they not require 
excessive concentration or undue care in order for the operat-Or t-0 use them 
effectively. 
3.2 Control Modes 
The purpose of this section is to define terminology relating to the 
general signal flow between a hand controller and whatever it is controlling: 
In this study, the term master, when used, will refer to a hand controller 
device which an operator is using to· control some. mechanism, and the term 
slave, when used, will refer to the mechanism being controlled. 
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• Ji'~back U&c. 
The s1gnul.s y,•h1ch pn.ss from the mu.st.er to the slave for the purposes of 
conlrolhng the operallon of the slave by the nuu,t.er are called coritrol .,;zgrials 
S1gnalA \•.l11ch pnBs from the Alnve l.{) the n1nfft.,(•r for tJ1e purpcHi.(• of informing the 
master about the state of the- Alavc- nre cnlle-d it·rdl>cick sz,:nals 
\\' ith respe{'t w the general master 1slnve Aystem. there are t v,o JX>Asible 
modes of control: 
Passil'e Control is "'·hen control signals pass from the n1aster U> the slave. 
but the master does not make use of any fe~dback signals "'·hich may be sent to 
the master bv the slave. This is also called open loop control. 
Active Control is when control signals pass from the master to the slave. 
and ,....here feedback signals pass from the slave to the master. This feedback 
may represent any parameters which describe the state of the slave. This is 
also called closed loop control. 
• Control Schemes: 
Position Control is when the master directly specifies the particular 
poses which the slave is to assume. If the slave has a pose which varies from 
the pose specified by the master, ·it attempts to assume the pose sent by the 
master either in the fastest way possible, or there may be certain default 
guidelines on the way it assumes the new pose. Generally, pose specification is 
done in a fast, repetitive way to mimimize the differences. between successive 
poses. In the ideal case, position control results in the slaves movement being 
some·mapped version of the masters movement. 
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'Ve/oc&t)· C"ontro/ is when t.he mast.er tells the slave what velocities t.he 
slave 18 to 1uu1ume In thu, mode, there n1ufft he define u reference pose for the 
mas~r. and nny difference,; bet ,,;e,en nctunl poHeH of tJ1e nu,at.er and tJ1e 
reference pot;.e are converted into velocity commands for the slave, usually 1n n 
linear manner 
Foret' Control i.s ,.a,·hen the master specifies ,.a,·hat forces are to he induced 
in the slave ~ovement of the slave depends on ,,.,·hat force are induced in it and 
,,.,.hat the environment.al constraints on the slave are. 
H_Ybrid Control any control scheme ,,.,·hich is a combination of the above. 
It is pos.sible to have a control algorithm v,hich allov,s for different control 
modes to be used along different axes. For the situation of a block being pushed 
up an incline, it may be desired to use position control along the axis parrallel to 
the inclined surface. and force control perpendicular to this axis. 
3.3 Responses Modes 
During human operation of a joystick, there are several ways in which 
the joystick may behave .in response to operator movement of the joystick 
handle. 
In order to discuss various characteristics relating to the operation of a 
6dof joystick, it became of interest to define the term reference pose. The term 
reference pose will be used throughout this study to refer to a specific pose of the 
joystick.handle which is chosen as a 'standard' or base' pose. This reference 
pose is ·used as reference against which to measure displacement in pose space .. 
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The term TYturn J>Otllt' \llill be used to ref er to the poSt- y.·h1c.h the JO)~llck 
handle returtlB lo when no forces or torques ure apphed lo it by the user. 
The term origin pose, the origin of pose space. is defined as that pose 
hav·1ng coordina~s 10,0,0,0,0.01 in pose space. For con\,enence, the return pose 
may alMJ he defined as the origin pose. 
The term rc.c;ton ng force \s.·ill be used to refer to a force on the Joystick 
handle by the JO;,"Btick base which tend for the joystick handle to return to the 
return pose. 
The term 6dof con1plex \\rill be used \\·hen describing parame~rs ";thin 
pose-space. For example. 6dof position-orientation con1plex is another name for 
pose. 6dof t·elocit_y-a ngular velocity con1plex refers to the array ( x.y.z.8. 'tf ,O I in 
pose space. 6dof force-torque complex refers to the array ( F x·Fy.F z·T 0.T ~.TO l in 
pose space. 
• Null Response Mode: 
Null Response inode is when the joystick handle can move freely through 
the work volume and acheive all possible poses with no resistance t-0 movement. 
In other words, the joystick handle can be moved by an operator int-0 all of the 
poses which it is designed to obtain, but at no time does it exert reactionary 
forces qn the hand of the operator with the possibe exception of forces due to the 
.inertia of the joystick mechanism. 
• Resistance Response Modes: 
Resistance Response modes are when the joystick handle can attain all 
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poMihle po&eti but v.·hen.- thtt JO)'llllck handle exrrt.s retustnnce to movement 
which cun he n1odele<l ns fnct.lonnl In otl1er \•.-ords, \\·hen tl1e JO)~tlck hundle 1.s 
st.allonary, it exerts no forceH, but dunng n1oven1cnl, ti1e velocity \\'hich it 
att.a1nB 1B a function of tl1e force exerted on 1t 
Constant Reszstancc Respons.e 1s \\·hen the Joystick handle exerts n 
constant resi11t.ance to any induced movement reqardleRR to ilie p<>tH~ that ilie 
joystick handle assumes. A graph of thiB 1s presented in figure 3.1 on page 46. 
Lznear R'i'szstancc Respon.~· is y.·hen the joy-stick handle exerts a 
resistance to induced movement y.·hich is proportional tD the difference betY.·e-en 
the pose that the joystick handle assumes and the reference pose. A graph of 
this is presented in figure 3.2 on page 46. 
• Force Response Modes: 
Force response is when the joystick handle, when at a pose \J.~hich is other 
than the origin pose, exerts a force on the hand of the operator. G€nerally. this 
force is a resorative one, so that the joystick handle attempts to return to the 
origin pose by exerting a forc.e which, in pose space, is directed through the 
ongin. 
Linear Force Response is. when the 6dof restoring force-torque complex on 
the joystick handle is proportional to the 6dof distance-angle complex of the 
joystick handle pose from the return pose. A graph of this is presented in figure 
3.3 on page 47. 
Truncated Linear Force Response is the same as linear force response, 
but the forces are not permitted to exceed preset limits. A graph of this is 
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preaent.ed 1n ftgurt- 3 4 on page 4 7 
Square-d Foret.· R.t'!ipon."i!C 1s \•then the restonng force-torque complex 111 
proport..1onnl to the square of the 6dof dtAtnnce-angle complex of the Joysllck 
handle pose from the return pose A graph of this 1s preR-ent.e<l 1n figure 3 5 on 
page 48 
Stepped Foret' Rcspon.'ii' lR Yw'hen the restoring fore es and torquef; on the 
joystick handle are zero or some small value \vhen the joystick hnndle 1s at or 
very near the return pose. but Yw·here the force or torque in any direction Jumps 
to a finite preset value \s.·hen the joystick handle moves past a limit value 1n that 
direction. A graph of this is presented in figure 3.6 on page 48. 
Infinite Force Response is ,..,here the restoring force or torque on the 
joystick handle exactly balances the force applied to the joystick handle. The 
joystick then becomes a perfect force and torque sensor. A graph of th.is is 
presented in figure 3. 7 on page 51. 
3.4 Active Response Modes 
• Active Force Response: 
In active force response, the joystick-accepts feedback signals fr.om the 
slave mechanism and derives force values from them which are then. induced on 
the joystick handle. There are various schemes detailing which feedback signals 
are used and the method of deriving the desired force responses from them. 
·Which scheme is chosen depends on the available feedback signals and the 
desired goals for the master/slave system operation. 
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()nft poMihle method of nct.lve force control u, for v·eloc1ty n1ngnitudcs of 
the slave w be proporllonnlly converted to forceff 1n ti1e joysllc.k handle For 
example, UH· velocity of tlu· end t•fft'"'Ct,,r of n rohot1r nn11 ti) be ft-.ci bnck nnd 
proport.1onnlly converted t.o n reHl{>nn~ force on the Joyfit1ck hundle TluR 
method Y.'ould g, vc the operator a tactile indication. through the force the 
Joystick handle exerts on hi.s hand, of the magnitude of the end cffect{>r velocity. 
Another method of active force control y,·ould be for Ule force-fi exerted bv 
the joystick handle on the hand of Ule operator to be proportional t.o Ule forceR 
applied hy the environment on the slave. For example. conRider Ule situation 
,...·here an operator is controlling a crane v,ith a joystick and is attempting to lift 
a heavy load. The.forces the environment exerts on the crane. \1,hich include the 
,...·eight of the load. could be tranlated in scale to the joystick handle. Thus the 
effect of the load on the crane would be translated to a dov.rnv.·ard force on the 
joystick handle. giving the operator a "feel" for what is happening to the crane. 
3.5 VO Signals 
• Output Signal Forms: 
Two p·ossible output signal forms present themselves: 
Pose output .is where the joystick outputs the six pose coordinates. 
Linkage length output - With Stewart mechanism-based joysticks - is 
where the joystick outputs six values repre_senting the six linkage lengths. 
This is useful for control of the SPBFS because the proportional 
difference in the linkage lengths of the Stewart joystick can be sent to the 
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SPBr'S d1rKlly to proport.lonally control tlu• hnluagi- lt~ngt}u of tht- Stt-v.-itrt 
mechanUln1 of ti1c SPBFS Thu" metl1od hnH U1e advnnttage of being 1un1ple. 
ea.My, nnd d1re<"t 1n 1mplementnt1on nnd. bt-<"HUM· 1t require~ no calculnt1onll. 1t l.ff 
quick. 
• Fe,e,dback 
The ft~back signals v.·hich an active Joystick could r('{'eive v.·ould he 
almost infinite 1n v.·hat Rtnt.es of the slave they could represent For the SPBFS. 
anticipated fe-e<lback s1gnalE \•,ould include the si.x velocities of the lov.·er 
platforn1. the three forces and three torques v.·hic.h the en\·i_ronment exerts on 
the lower platform. or simply. the six pose values of the lo\s.·er platform. Surely. 
as the control prograr:ns for the SPBFS become more advanced. there may 
develop a need for more elaborate feedback methods. 
Feedback signals. regardless of what they represent. would have to 
conform to the input specifications of the finished joystick - in which case the 
joystick is insensitive what the feedback signals represent. In the joystick, the 
feedback signals must be retransformed into physical manifestations of the 
joystick handle so that the operator becomes aware of what information they 
convey. 
Feedback signals can be interpreted as forces to be induced in the 
joystick handle, probably the most useful way, but they can also be.interpreted 
in more complex ways. In ajoystick operating in velocity control, force feedback 
signals could be used to alter the reference pose so that the forces on the hand of 
the operator resemble those on the lower platform of the SPBFS. 
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3. 6 Perf ormnnce 
The performance of a 6dof hand controller 1s concerned v .. itb v.·hat 
features and capabilities 1t has for varied control tasks. Performance can looselv 
be divided into three arenas: 
feedback effect: fett'<lback can -be translated into several efTects 1n the 
joystick handle: none. induced forces. or?. 
response mode: response modes can have several effects on the 
movement of the joystick handle: none. resistive. forced. 
reference pose: \l.·hich can be selected in several ways: the origin pose. 
shado\l.· mode, operator defined. 
The behavior of the joystick handle is de.fined as the sum of the active 
feedback effect and the response mode. 
Position control would most likeJy :have a null or c;onstant resistance 
response mode, none or induced force feedback effect, and would have either the 
origin pose or operator defined pose as reference pose. 
velocity control would require linear resistance or linear force response 
mode, any form of feedback effect, and would require any reference pose. 
force control would have the same restrictions as velocity control. 
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Constant Resistance Response 
figure 3.1 
y 
Linear Resistance Re.sponse 
figure 3.2 
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Linear Force Response 
figure 3.3 
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Truncated Linear Force Response 
figure 3.4 
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Squared Force Response 
figure 3.5 
Stepped Force Response 
figure 3.6 
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Infinite Force Response 
figure 3.7 
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4 EXPWRATI)RY 6 IXlF SPBFS l~~l) CC>~'TR(>LLER l)Je:SIC,NS 
4.1 A 6 Dof Button 
The idea for this mechanism came from the fact that ant1c1paW 
development plans for the ATLSS SPBFS oft.en used the computer keyboard tll 
input comn1ands for controlling paran1et.ers for each of the 6 degree~ off rt·edom 
of 3-dimensional movement. Generally. t\\'O buttons \i,·ere required for each 
degree of freedom - positive and negative control. Thus, if a 6 dof button could 
be built, it ,,-.·ould serve the same purpose. Figure 4.1 on page 52 aho,,-.·s tbe 6 dof 
button. each degree of freedom has two contact s,,-.·itches \\·hich close \\·ith light 
pressure. 
4.2 A SPBFS Pendant 
The idea for this comes from the general industrial method for crane 
control. It requires fourteen buttons for the ATLSS SPBFS, positive and 
negative per degree of freed.om - with one gross. motion translation degree of 
freedom. A depiction of this is in figure 4.2 on page 53. 
4.3 A 6 Dof Limited-Range Joystick 
This is a joystick with the 6 dofs, but each translational direct;ion has 
only about 1 or 2 inches of movement, and each rotational directions has only 30 
degrees of movement. The use of this joystick would be as a rate stick - i.e. the 
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output would hf. ronvttrt.ed 1nto deairNi vclocillcff or forces to be inducNi in the 
slave mociu,ntBm, the&c induced vnlucs being proport.lonal to the JO)"Sllck.s pose 
minus the origin pose 
4.4 A 6 Dof Extended-Range Serial Link Joystick 
Basically, a 6 dof joystick. hase<l on a serial link design. iR easy to 
implement mechan1cally. nB sho\i.·n in figure 4 .4 on page 55. There are problems 
in that all joints must have sensors on them. and the Joints nearer t.o the base of 
the joystick must be more precise as in a general serial link mechanism of 
several jointE, an error in a joint measurement near the end of the mechanism 
would be less severe than an error in a joint measurement near the base 
because the base joint v,ould have a longer mechanism arm. 
4.5 A Scale Model SPBFS Joystick 
This joystick is simply a scale model of the SPBFS its-elf. Thus, moving 
the joystick into poses whic4 are d.esired, could be directly translated or mapped 
to the big or actual SPBFS. This would require a fairly big joystick for most 
reasonable materializations of this concept. It is interesting to note that for the 
SPBFS, this would result in a joystick which could also control the gross motion 
of the SP-BFS, which, under some circumstances, may be highly desirable. A 
diagram of the SPBFS joystick is in figure 4.5 on page 67 
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figure 4.1 
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A SPBFS Pendant 
figure 4.2 
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A 6dof Passive Limited-Movement Joystick 
figure 4.3 
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figure 4.4 
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A Scale Model SPBFS Joystick 
figure 4.5 
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5 PROTOTYPE I - A PASSI\'E STE\\'ART PLATF(>RM JOYSTICK 
The first mnt.enahz.ntion and ~sting of a hand controller prot.ol~lpe y.·as ft 
pas.sive 6 dof JO)~lick based on the S~v,nrt mechan1.sm. 
5.1 Purpose 
The purpose of this prototype \\'8B mainly academic 1n that it \\'8B the test 
of y..·hether a Ste\\·art joystick \\'8S \\'orkable. The main test \\'as to decide if the 
mechanical design of this joystick could, under ideal performance, Rupport all 
the desired performance requirements of chapter 3 which begins on page 36. 
5.2 Design Specifications 
Work Volume: translational: a cylinder defined by 10 inches in height 
along the base z axis, and a circle of 5 inches radius in the 
base x-y plane. 
rotational: +/- 60 degrees in the roll, pitch, and yaw 
directions. 
Pose Update Frequency: > 15 Hertz (Greater than or equal to 30 updates per 
second). 
Sensitivity: 
Ergonomics: 
translational: 0.1 inch in all directions. 
rotational: 5 degrees in all directions. 
As various joystick design configurations were being looked 
at, a major concern was that they be a tool to use, like a 
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5.3 Physical System 
kryboord, but that thry not rN}u1re e.xceu1,·c concenlratJon 
or undue cure 1n order for the operator to UM- t.hc,n1 
e fT oc ll v eh· 
The general prototype 1 H~~tem lR conceptually Rhovtn in figure f>.1 on 
page 68. It consist8 of thr~ general 'realms': tJ1e physical Joystick unit, the 
computing hard,...·are. and the soft,...·are. The physical Joystick unit and ilie 
computing hard,,.·are and other support items are treated in this section. The 
soft~·are program is treated in section 5.5 Yt·hich begins on page 61. 
A dra\l,ing of the physical joystick unit of the prototype 1 joystick is 
shown in figure 5.2 on page 69. The general configuration for the physical 
joystick \l:as a Ste\\·art mechanism. with unequal sized platforms and inverted 
from the sense of the Ste\\·art mechanism on the SPBFS. Vlire cables were used 
for the linkages which were wound up on drums attached to DC servo motors, 
one for each linkage. Figure 5.3 on page 70 shows the a detail of the mechanical 
control setup for one of the six linkage cables. As cables for the linkages cannot 
support compressive forces, it was necessary to add a central compression 
member as· depicted in figure 5.2 on page 69. This was a design first proposed 
by Lansberger [Lansberger]. 
The design of the prototype 1 joystick was based on the SPBFS 
geometrical relations in an attempt to have some standardization. This meant 
that the size of the triangle formed by the connection points of the linkages to 
the joystick handle be chosen to be half the. size of the triangle formed by µie 
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connN"llon po1nlA of thtt hnkng'NI to thr JO)~t.Jck bnMt 
A radial n1ovement range of Oto 4 inches Yt'RA des1rNi 1n all d1rfl<'tlon.s of 
the horizontal plane. In order to enBure this, the haM lnnngle v.·as chosen to 
measure 8.25 inches on a side. 
A vertical range of +/-4 inches from the orig-in pose y.·as deRire<l In order 
to alloy.· vert.1cnl trnnslntion. tbe compression men1her hnd to he nble tAJ vary 1n 
length, in nddit1on. in order t{J allov.· hor1zont.al plane translation. the 
compression n1en1ber had to be hinged in tH>nH~ rnnnner so that it could rot.ate 1n 
both the x-z plane and the y-z plane. This problem ,,·as firRt solved hy using a 
ball joint \lt"ith a sleeve through \lt·hich the compression member could slide. 
Compression \lt·as induced in the member by a spring attached to the end of the 
compression member \lt·hich extended belo\lt· the ball joint and the sleeve through 
\lt'hich the compression member slid. This mechanism is depicted in figure 5.4 
on page 71. In a later revision of thiE prototype. the design used a tu be \lt'ruch 
was anchored to the joystick base by a ball and socket joint. A rod was inserted 
through a soft spring with one end closed off to stop the rod from extending out 
of the spring. The spring and rod were then inserted into the tube with the 
unclosed end of the spring being connected to the opening of the tube. This 
performed similarly to the first compression member, but had the advantage of 
producing a more vertical force than the first method due to the lowering of 
connection to the base. This mechanism is shown in figure 5.5, on. page 72. 
A rotational range of +/- 60 degrees was desired in all three directions. 
This meant that the connection between the com.pression member and the 
joystick handle had to have the ablility to rotate or hinge in the joystick handle 
x-z and y-z planes, similar to a universal joint. In ·addition, the joystick handle 
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had to bt' ablr lo rota~ i.n t.hr Joysllc.k hBM x-y planr The&<" 11pK1ficnllona v.·ttr~ 
mrt by Jo1n1ng the con1pre1uuon member to the JO)"BtJc.k hnndlt· vu, n sn1nll. 
llgh tl y \l,ou nd ff pr1ng ,•.h1 ch nl loY,tt.d v1rt u u 11 y + -90 degrt"'l· rotn t.1on of tl1t• 
con1preBBion n1en1ber 1n the JoyHtick handle x-z nnd y-z plnneh, nnd hnd little 
restriction restnction rotating about the con1press1on n1en1hers longitudinal 
axis. In add1t1on. the ball and slide Joint and the bull nnd ,;ocket Joint of the t\lt'O 
compresRion memher deHign.~ v,here the:v met the JoyRt1ck hnBe nlHo nllo,,,.·ed 
unrefoitricted rotation of the compresR1on n1en1her about its long-1tudinal n.xiR. 
The cables ,,,.·ere made of nylon line. They ,a.·ere anchored to the Joystick 
handle and guided through eyelets to the DC motors. In order for the lengths of 
the six linkages to be measured. the cables were wound around potentiometers 
inserted before the DC motors. \\"ith an applied reference voltage. their output 
"'·as a voltage "''hich reflected ho"'· much cable had passed around them. 
Once constructed, the joystick mechanism was setup by turning on the 
power to the linkage motors, and adjusting the compression member and the 
motor power so that the vertical range was +/- 4 inches with the joystick handles 
origin pose ( the pose the joystick handle returned to when no external force was 
applied to it) at the midpoint of the range. 
The potentiometer values were read into the computer through-a 
Keithley/Metrobyte DAS-16 AID board. Th~ computer in which the DIA board 
was mo:unted and which was utilized for all subsequent calculations was a 
Gateway 2000 computer which is based around an Intel 80486 chip operating at 
25 Megahertz. 
The software routines which ran on the Gateway computer and which 
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carried out the po&c calculnllons art- dritailed 1n &flct.lon 5.5. &tarllng on page 61 
and nre listed 1n full in appendix A. wh1ch h~ll.8 on page 89 
5.4 Mathemallcal Theory 
. 
. 
The mathematics required for the calculations for this prototyl)e are 
tho s-e of an idea 1 Ste v-· a rt n1 e,c ha n i Rm . ~ o tat.lo n i R defined for the pro tot:', 1> e a~ in 
figure 5.6 on page 73. 
5.5 Softv-·are Program 
The soft, .. ·are program for the prototype 1 joystick , .. ·as \\Titten in C ++. 
The flowchart for the program is sho\11D in figure 5. 7 on page 78. There are t\\'O 
sections in the program - a utilities section \\'filch allows the setting of constants 
which are used in computation, and a pose calculation section in which the pose 
calculations are performed and outputted repetitively in an endless loop. 
• Setting Constants: 
In this section, selectable from the main menu, the setting of joystick 
constants is perf armed. Constants which may need to be periodically reset are 
the potentiometer off sets which are subtracted from the potentiometer readings 
so that each reading gives the same value for the same linkage length. 
• Pose Calculations: 
This part of the program is basically a tolerance loop within a bigger 
endless loop. On entry, several values are preset before the main loop is 
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entcrNi 
entry· for loop 1.-
First. the fHX potentiometer values. P. are read through the l)iA board 
These valueR are then ndJuRted by subtracting off the respective pot.cnllometer 
ofTset'3. P _ofTset. and multiplying by the potentiometer reading t.o linkage length 
convenuon. P_t.o_L. giving Rix nev-· linkage length values. L_act. 
L_act(k] = 1 P[k] - P_ofTset{k] iP_t.o_L 
entry for tolerance loop: 
This subloop uses ~ev-"ton's Method as detailed in secton 2.2.2. v-·hich 
begins on page 9. in solving the forv.·ard kinematics problem of determining the 
coordinates of the linkage to joystick handle connection points. H. 
A differential linkage length value. dL. is then calculated as the 
difference between the measured linkage length values, L_act, and the values 
calculated during the ith iteration, L_calc, 
dL = L_act - L~calc ( 5.2) 
Knowing B, the base vertex array, as constant; and having previous 
calculated iterations for H, the joystick handle connection point coordinates 
array, and L_calc, the linkage length array: the jacobian for the joystick can be 
calculated as given by equations 2.16, presented on page 16, substituting H for b 
and B for a. 
J = f(H, B, L) (5.2) 
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Th"' Jncobu1n must then he 1n,·cirt.Ni to product- J _1n\'er&c 
The difTe.renllnl change of the pose of the handle lB then be calculated bv 
poslmult1plying the inverse Jacoba1n by the dillerenlial linkage length array, 
dL. 
dH = J _inverse • dL , 5.3 i 
The ne"'· handle pose H is then the old handle pose plus l!)c calculated 
change in the handle pose. 
H = H ·..- dH (5.4 l 
The calculated His chec~ed for· mathematical accuracy by-finding what 
linkage lengths this pose predicts. using equations 2.x. 
L_calc = fiH, Bl (5.5 l 
The error of these values, L_ca:lc, are compared to the actual values, L, 
by subtraction. 
If the calculated values are not within the error band, activity proceeds 
back to the entry point to the tolerance loop for another iteration. 
If below the error threshold, the program then converts- the accepted H 
coordinates into a pose for the joystick handle using equations 2 .15a through 
2.15f, given on page 18, and pose values are outputted and activity proceeds to 
the beginning of the main loop, loop 1. 
5.6 Performance Evaluation 
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.j 
5.6 l Tefft Procedures 
TNll procedure-ff were detugned to Rff.Ccrt.n1n ,a.·hether or not the Joysllck 
co u 1 d perform t.o the s pee di c n t1 o n.s of ff.e-C ll on 5 . 2 \\' h 1 ch he g,. n.s on page 5 i . The 
test ba tt.ery con.su~t.ed of five tests: 
test 1 : te-s t 1 , ... a B a te ff t to find the pose update freq u en c.-y . For this test, a 
command , .. ·as 1nR-erte<l into the main pose update loop of the computer program 
,,...hich updated a counter on the computer screen every time the pose \\·at,; 
updated. Thus. the pose update frequency \\'RB determined as: 
( 5.11 
As \\Titing to a monitor screen takes time for the computer. the pose 
update frequency calculated from equation 5.1 ,,...-jJJ be slower than that of an 
operational model which would not have screen \\'Titing commands in its pose 
calculation loops. 
test 2: This test was designed to ascertain the linearity of the mapping of 
the actual pose of the joystick handle as measured physically to the outputted 
pose of the software routine. This involves chasing several actual poses for the 
joystick handle - one was the return pose for the joystick handle, and several 
others were. chosen along a path of movement in ea~h of four mechanically 
different directions: translation in the z-direction, rotation about the z-axis, 
rotation, translation perpendicular to the z-axis, and rotation about an axis 
perpendicular to the z-axis. Actual pose measurements were then compared to 
the outputted pose values. 
test 3: This test was designed to test the repeatablility or precision of the 
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calculat.e,d pose for repeated actual po8e8. This requires select.lng a poM of the 
Joystick handle measured phy11ically, and then re-cording the corresponding pose 
n.s outpuUcd by the Hoft\t,·nre routinc8 ns the Joystick handle l.ff repente<lly moved 
av.·ny nnd back t{> tJ1e tc:.11t pose 
test 4: This test v.·as designed to test the ~n.sitivity of the joystick. For 
this test. the joystick handle i.s moved increment.ally until the calculated pose 
changes a value. This can be done for one of each of the four types of 
mechanically different directions. This test should be conducted both around 
the n1idpoint and near the extream of movement for each selected test direction. 
test 5: This test is an attempt to judge the ergonomics of the joystick. It 
involves moving the joystick handle ahout the work volume as well as 
experimenting v.rith various postures for the joystick user. Attempts should 
then be made to asses the convienence, ease of use, comfort, etc. of the joystick. 
5.6.2 Summary of Results 
For the pose update frequency test, test 1, the system was only able to 
a~hieve two updates per second, or a puf of 2 Hertz, on the Sigma computer, 
which was centered around an Intel 80286 ·microprocessor operating at 12 MHz .. 
On the Gateway 2000, built around .an Intel 80486 microprocessor operating at 
25 MHz., the pose update frequency was much greater, approaching 1_0 Hertz. 
For test 2, which te_sted the linearity of the actual pose to outputted pose 
mapping, the resµlts were ok. 
For test 3, the test of repeatablility, it was found that there was a 
translational variation of up to 0.5 in for the actual pose which produced the 
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aamr output po&e Angular ,·anallon w,u II maximum 11t 10 de-gr~ft. 
For ~st 4. the test of &en.&illv1ty, 1t v.·nB descovered that ti1e JO)"Bllc.k 
handle could move up to 0.25 1n before the output pose v.·ould change value 
for test 5. the test of crgonom1c-s. the results Y,erc good The joystick 
performed RB designed in t11e case of handling and comfort of UM-
5. 7 Discussion and Recon1mendat1on.s 
Overall, the prototype 1 passive St~,\·art Joystick ,,.·as considered a 
conditional sucess. Operationally. the joystick design v.·as proven w v.·ork. 
although none of the design specifications v.·ere met. The main problems of the 
prototype 1 joystick were: 
1 Pose update frequency too slov.· - this v.·as considered to be a function 
of computing po\J.·er. A 6 dof joystick. recently introduced to the consumer 
market, has a pose update frequency of 15 Hertz. This joystick is based on a 
hybrid mechanism of three serial linkages in parallel, and used an iterative· 
solution to transform six potentiometer values into pose coordinates [Wilson]. 
The similariti.es between this joystick and the Stewart joystick suggest that 
similar performance by a joystick based on the Stewart mechanism should also 
·have similar performance. In any event, th~ pose update frequency is a function 
ofconversion and computing speed, and can be increased with more attention to 
the electrical side of the design. 
To improve this problem, a faster computer can be used to run the 
software. Once a situation has been found where the joystick operates at 
adequate speed, circuits could be designed for a board which would carry out the 
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po&c calculnllons onbonrd of the JO)'&llck 1tMlf 
2 The pose outputted by tl1c JO)~llck v.·as not an accurau~ enough 
portrayal of the actual poHe, and tl1e JO)~l1ck \,·us nls.o not precise enough 1n 
he 1 ng ab 1 e to repent tJ1 e 8 am e outputted po 8-t:· \'-·hen the fHl n1 e n ct u n 1 po ~e of the 
joystick handle \\'HR ast1un1e<l Thu~ \\'UB 8een nn a mechan1cnl prohlen1 dern·1ng 
from the stretch 1n Ule nylon \\·1reB, Ule fnct1on of the \\'lre gu1d1n~ eyelet.~. and 
ilie relatively large distance the potentiometers \Vere from ilie point \1,here ilie 
nylon cables met the first guiding eyelet. 
To prove that this is part of the problem. a ne\\· prototype revision for the 
Stey,·art passive joystick 1s in the design and construction phase. This design 
y,·ill locate the potentiometers as close to the first eyelet as possible. also. there 
Yt--ill be only one guiding eyelet in this design as compared to four in the 
prototype 1 joystick verison 1 as detailed in this chapter. 
3 The joystick handle did not return to its n1echanical retur:q pose. This 
was seen as a direct result of friction in the eyelets. 
To improve the performance of the joystick, the new revision of the 
prototype 1 joystick reduced the number of eyelets from 4 to 1. Also, circuits 
have been designed which would vary the torque in the linkage motors so that 
return forces could be applied to the joystick handle. 
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Notation for the Prototype 1 Passive Joystick 
figure 5.6 
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6 A 6DOF ACTI\'E STEVt'ART JOYSTICK PROPOSAL 
Throughout the ex~nt of this study, it became apparent that the ideal 
solution for the hand controller for the SPBFS v.·us not n passive hand 
rontroller, but an active one v.ith various feedback capabiht1cs and a variety of 
respon&e modes as listed in chapter 3. which begins on page 36. 
6.1 Purpose 
The proposed 6dof active Stewart joystick of this chapter is designed to 
provide all the requirements for the SPBFS hand controller of chapter 3. 
beginning on page 36. 
6.2 Specifications 
The specifications for operation are the same as those for the prototype 1 
joystick as given in section 5.2, beginning on page 57. Notation is defined in 
figure 6.1 on page 75, 
6.3 Relevant.Mathematics 
The relevant mathematics for the forward kinematics problem are those 
derived in section 2.2.2·, be·giruiing on page 9 for the ideal Stewart mechanism. 
The notation substitutions are: 
h for b 
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b for a 
6.4 System Design 
6.4.1 Joystick Mechanics 
The proposed joystick mechanics are similar to thos~ detailed for the 
prototype 1 joystick in section 5.2, beginning on page 57. 
The overall design is an ideal Stey.·art mechanism Y.;th the triangle 
defined by the three connection points of the lower end is to be tY.rice the size as 
that of the upper end, as defined by side length. The lower end is to he part of 
the joystick base. and the upper end is the joystick handle. Nylon or thin 'Hire 
cables are to be used for the six linkages. 
So that upward pressure can be applied to the joystick handle to _keep it 
up. a central compression member must be added as it was for the prototype 1 
joystick design. 
The difference in mechanics between the prototype 1 joystick design and 
this proposal design is that instead of a spring as the upward forc·e .generator for 
the compression member, the linkage cables are to be wound. around the drum 
of the link~ge motors, and instead of simply winding on them, and they will 
continue past the motors, through guide pulleys, BI;ld attach to the ·compression 
member so that each linkage motor can apply an upward force on the 
compression. member. Details of two methods of how this could be arranged are 
shown in figures 6.2 and 6.3, on page 75 and page ·75. These compression 
member designs are analogous to the two designs used for the prototype 1 
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Joystick com prNuuon men1ber de1t1g?U1 used for the prot.otype,d pas.s1,•e Stewart 
Joystick. y,•h1cl1 y,•ert' de&er1bed 1n tK-ct.ton 5.3 ffturting on page 58 
The cnblcR nnchor l£> the Jo~·st1ck handle and nrc guided through eyeleLB. 
around the Hhnfts of pot.t"-nt1omct.er11, nround tJ1e drun1.,.; nttnc.hed t.o tJ1e l)(' 
motors. through nH>rt• guide pullcyH, nnd nttn.ch t.o the ron1pres1,uon memher rod. 
The total length of cable. from the Joystick handle to the end of tJ1e compression 
member rod. iR not a constant. \l/ith the compression member remaining fixed. 
changing ilie orientation of the Joystick handle ,,,.ould require the tot.al cable 
length to be variable. in addition. if ilie compression member does not change 
length prismatic.ally but is alloY.'ed to change its orientation. the cables ,,,,ill 
again have a changing total length. To handle this problem. a method of taking 
up slack cable for each of the six cables is required. For a limited-movement 
joystick design. a longitudinal spring could be inserted along the cable length to 
constantly apply tension in the cables. For a joystick ,,,.;th greater movement. a 
pulley connected to a spring in tension might be required. These two designs 
are depicted in figures 6.4 and 6.5 on pages 82 and 83, respectively. 
the potentiometer outputs will be a voltage which reflected how much 
cable had passed around them. 
6.4.2. Electrical System and Software Routines 
• Prototyping System:· 
The prototyping system is shown in figure 6.6 on page 84. It is not 
different than the prototype 1 joystick system of chapter 5, except that there is 
added a way to supply controlled power to the motors for the ·purposes of 
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reepon.&e. Th~ electncal and &aftv.·are signal flov.· block dlllgTam 111 ahov.~ 1n 
figure 6 7 on page 85. In order to fncihtau.- debugging, it lB suggested for the 
responA-e c1rru1t.ry Y,h1ch iA not to be soft wnre prototyped to be breadboarded. 
• Final Form: 
The purpo~ of the prowtyping stage is to prove the concept and to 
optimize tbe electric design and the softv,are routines. Once this has he,en done, 
revised designs could be evolved y.·hich take the computations out of the 
computer and on U> a board v.·hich would ultimately be housed on hoard the 
physical joystick unit. 
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Notation for the Active Stewart Joystick 
figure 6.2 
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Compression Member with Ball and Sleeve Joint 
figure ·6.3 
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Compression Member with Ball and Socket Joint 
figure·6.4 
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Spring-Based Cable Tension Device 
figure 6.5 
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Pulley-Based Cable Tension Device 
figure 6.6 
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Signal Flow Block -Diagram 
figure 6.7 
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'SPBFS 
SP~F5 
A Li.ting of thtt Protolyptt 1 Soft.wart- Rouuntt 
,. •.....•............................................................ 
• Program filename Joy5.c • 
• date 1991 ( >ct.oher 31 • 
• nut11or Jon hnckt~nBt£>se • 
• language: C+• • 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
this program is the soft,,•,are y.·hich y.·as w·ntten for the ATLSS Passive 
Stey.·art Jovst1ck. 
algorithm: 
program gets the linkage potentiometer data from the analog to digital 
converter board and convert.s the data I using the joystick constantE ,,.,·hich 
can be reset from their default values by selecting R.eset Joystick Constants 
at the main menu, into linkage lengths values - \vhich is the calculated 
value for the length of the linkages bet\veen the handle and the joystick 
base. 
the program then converts these linkage lengths into pose coordinates 
for the handle relative to the joystick base. 
the pose results are then sent to the screen and the cycle starts over 
until the operator ends the loop. 
Nomenclature of the joystick: 
handle of the joystick: 
vertice 1 - points away from user, in global x-z plane 
vertice 2 - to user's left of global x-z plane 
vertice 3 - to user's right of global x-z plane 
base of the joystick: 
vertex 1 - nearest to user, on - global x-axis 
vertex 2 - away from user in the global x-y plane_, 
to user's right of the global x-z plane 
vertex 3 - away from user in the global x-y plane, 
to user's left of the globalx-z plane 
linkages: 
cable 1 - connects handle vertex 3 to base vertex 1 
cable+ 2 - connects handle vertex 3 to base vertex· 2 
cable 3 - connects handle vertex 1 to base vertex 2 
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cable 4 - connect.a handle vertcx 1 to base vertex 3 
cable 5 - connects handle vertex 2 to base vertex 3 
cable 6 - connects handle vertex 2 to bnse vertex 1 
e / 
11-··················································· 
II include files 
;r-··················································· 
#include <alloc.h> 
#include <conio.h> 
#include <dos.h> 
#include <10.h> 
#include <n1ath.h> 
#include <stdio.h> 
, ....................•...........•...•............•.. 
f or\\·ard declara tion.s 
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• I 
void intro _for _setjoystick_ constants( l; 
void setjoystick_constants( ); 
void get_L( ); 
void setjoystick_constants( ); 
void linkage_lengths_2( ); 
void pause( l; 
void retrievejoystick_constants( ); 
void joystick(); 
void storejoystick_constants( ); 
I*************************~'************************* 
variable declar&tions 
****************************************************I 
#define TINY 1.0e-20; 
II constants 
I**************************************************** 
float PI, 
b_radius = 5.25, ll side of the base triangle 
h_radius = (2.0), ./I radius of the handle triangle 
h_side; ll side of the handle triangle 
int baseaddr = Ox0318; II base address of the das16 board 
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/1 pot to hnlu1ge length con.stanl8 nnd vnnnblcs 
~-·················································· 
flout pot_t.,J_ll_convenuon = 12.5/56.l, 
1nil1al_ T _z = 9 .0, 
ll_offset = 4.5; 
mt pot_corr[ 7]. 
pot_offset = 128; 
1
' calculation variables 
, ........•...............•...••...•...•...•........•. 
float U 10J,old_L[7]. 
J[lO]!lO], 
J _in verse[ 10 ][ 10]. 
T[lO].B[lO].dL[lO].L meas[lO]. 
- . . 
dL_error. 
d L _limit = 0. 00 1. 
pose[ 7]: 
int check_matri.x[ 10][ 4 ]=/0.0.0.0. 
o.o.o.o. 
l,l,0,0, 
2.2, 1.0, // rov. 3 
2.2,1.0. 
2.2,1,0, 
3,5,2,1, II row 6 
2,2,1,0, 
2,2,1,0, 
3,8,2,1}; /lrow9 
II inputloutput variables 
I**************************************************** 
int hibyte[7], 
lobyte[7]; 
FILE *TEST; 
II mode and display variables 
/**************************************************** 
int mode, channel, 
counter, 
dis_char=219, 
debug=O ,filedebug=O, 
selection; 
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/1 •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
// rou tlneti 
11······················································ 
void ini t rou tin~ , 
, ..•.................................•...•....•...... 
procedure to pnnt information about this program 
··················································••; 
// \ 1,elcome diBplny: 
c lrscr< l; 
print.fl "\n \n \\'elcome to the PnBsive Stey.·art Platform Joystick program \n \n", 
print.fl·· author: jon bnckenstose \n \n" 1: 
print.fl·· advisor: Dr. ~. Duke Perreira \n \n" l; 
print.fl·· sponsor: Advanced Technology for Large Structural Systems" 1: 
print.fl .. ( ATLSS l" \ n \n i: 
print.fl ''\Vritten as partial fulfillment of the requirements \n" J: 
print.fl ''for a Master of Science in Mechanical Engineering\n \n" ); 
pause{ J; 
II setting constants and initial values of variables .. 
II --- -- ---· -------------------------------------------
Pl=acos(-1.0 ); 
II the base triangle vertex coordinate vector 
II array is: B = [O,Blx1 Bly,Blz,B2x1 B2y,B2z,B3x,B3y,B3z] 
II (B[OJ = 0 is not used) 
II B 1 lies on the negative x axis 
B[l]= -b_radius; 
B[2]= O; 
B[3]= O; 
II B2 lies in the 4th quadrant 
B[ 4]= b_radius*cos(PI/3); 
B[5]= -b_radius*cos(PI/6); 
B[6]= O; 
II B3 lies in the 1st quadrant 
B[7]= B[4]; 
B[8]= -B[ 5]; 
B[9l= O; 
// the initial handle base vertice coordinate vector 
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) 
II array i.8: T = [0,Tlx.Tly,Tlz,T2x.T2y,T2z,TJx.. T3y,T3z] 
I I ( U O] = 0 is not u &e<l l 
/I the&e are in1t1nl values - y,•ill be replaced during op,erallon 
I I T 1 li cs n hove po ff i ti ve x -1ui s 
T[l] = h_rud1u,;; 
T[2J = O; 
T[ 3] = initial T z; 
11 T2 lies above 2nd quadrant 
T[ 4] = h_radius • cos( PJ•2!3 l; 
T[ 5] = h_rnd1 us • sin( PJ•2J3 l; 
T[ 6 J = T[3 J; 
/
1 T3 hes above 3rd quadrant 
T[ 7 J = T[ 4 J; 
T[8J = -T15L 
T[9J = T[3J; 
I I initial linkage and handle base side vector 
/I array is: L = [O.Ll.L2.L3.IA.L5.L6.Tsl.Ts2.Ts3 J 
I I ( L[ 0] = 0 is not used l 
/I use get_L to calculate initial L - will fill elements 1 to 9 
// L[ 7] to L[ 9] v.'i.11 have h_side as their values 
get_Ll J; 
h_side = L[ 7 J; 
// fill end of L_meas ( relating to sides of handle base triangle) 
// these values should not change anywhere in this program 
L_meas[ 7 J = h_side; 
L_meas[ 81 = h_side; 
L_meas[ 9] = h_side; 
void joystick_constants() 
{ 
inti; 
clrscr( ); 
printf("initial menu \n \n" ); 
printf("l retreive stored constants \n"); 
printf(''2 set new constants \n"); 
printf("3 fine tune constants \n \n"); 
printf("choice: ( 1) "); 
selection=O; 
while (selection==O) 
{ 
i=getch(); 
switch (i) 
{ 
case 49: // 1 
case 13: // return 
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relrieve_Joystick_con.stants( ); 
break; · 
l 
case 5.0: II 2 
intro_for_setjoystick_consta.nl8( ); //setup corrections 
setjaystick_conBt.ant.s( l; // set up corrections 
storejoystick_constant.s( l; 
break; 
l 
case 51: 
I 
printfl''operate the Joystick until in a 'standard pose',\n"J; 
pi:intfl "then hit a key to return .. ·· 1; 
l; 
) 
joystick( l; 
setjoystick_constant.sl l; 
break; 
l 
default: 
gotoxy, 6.16 l;. 
) ; 
void retrievejoystick_constants() 
! 
FILE *in· 
' inti, dim; 
float dum; 
in = fopen("joystick.con","rt"); 
ifCin == NULL) 
{ 
printfl:l!error opening joystick.con"); 
return; 
} ; 
f scanf( i.n, "pot corrections"); 
for(i=l;i<7;i++) 
{ 
fscanf(in,'' o/od'',&dim).; 
pot_corr[i]=dim; 
} ; 
fscanf(in," linkage length offset"); 
fscanf(in," %f',&ll_offset); 
fclose(in); 
} ; 
F 
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void st.artc.hnnnell int channelid l 
~··················································· 
sele,ct.,; n channel and sLurt.s n 12 bit convenuon 
..............................................
...... , 
I; 
,. select channel • 
outportb<bnsenddr + 2,channelid 1; 
,. start 12 bit conversion •1 
outportbf basenddr.O 1; 
void readchannel, int channelid 1 
~··················································· 
reads the high and lo\\. bytes of a channel. \\·ait.s for conversion 
to be con1plete, if necessary 
•.....•...........•......•....•...•...•............• , 
1
• \\'Bit • ' 
\\·hile! inportb, baseaddr + 21 >= 1281 
( 
gotoxy120 .1 ) ; 
printfl'\•:aiting for conversion of channel 'K<l''.channelid); 
l; 
lobyte[ channelid] = inportb(baseaddr+ 1 J; 
l ; 
void intro_for_setjoystick_constants() 
!**************************************************** 
procedure to help generate the corrections for the misalignment 
of the linkage potentiometers and the linkage length off set. 
first the joystick must be put into a configuration where each 
linkage ( measured between the handle base and the base triangle) is 
the same length - then readings for the potentiometers is taken from 
which the individual corrections for each potentiometer are calculated. 
the length for the linkages when the readings are taken must be 
manually input - from this the common linkage length offset can be 
calculated. 
****************************************************/ 
int wad; 
clrscr(); 
II print instructions on how to use this routine 
ll******************************************************* 
printf("in order to set the linkage length corrections by this routine,"); 
printf(" it is \n"); 
printf("necessary for the x and y coordinates and the rotational"); 
printf(" angles about \n"); 
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pnntf( "the x. y. and % axes to he zero ( the % .. ); 
printft" coordinate does not affect the \n" ); 
print.fi "linkage length corrections other than as an"); 
print.fl" offs.et con1n1on to all six. \n" ); 
pnntfl "to achieve thi.s zeroing requires" J; 
printfl" the handle of the joystick to be centered \n" J; 
pnntff "above the base unrotated in any way - 1.e. for tbe follov.ring to \n'' ): 
print.fl "be true:\ n" l; 
print.fl" 1 the connecting rod must be pe~ndicular to the base" 1; 
printfl .. triangle \n" J; 
print.fl.. 2 the handle base must be parallel to the base triangle\ n" 1; 
print.fl" 3 the plane of the handle grip muRt include tv-·o points" l; 
printfl .. of the base \n" ); 
printff" triangle: the front vertex and the n1id point of" 1; 
printfl" the back side.\ n" ); 
print.ft.. 4 the length of the linkages from the handle base to the''); 
printfT .. base \n triangle must be measured. \n \n" l; 
print[(" 1 ensures that the x and y coordinates are 0. \n'' ); 
printf1 "2 ensures that the angles about the x and y axes are 0. \n" l; 
printf1"3 ensures that the angles about they and z axes are O.\n"l; 
printfl "4 allows the correct linkage length correction to be calculated. \n \n" )~ 
printfl"after positioning the joystick handle, hit the return key\n" ); 
printfl"any other key to exit "); 
wad= getch(); 
// get the pot and length offsets 
ll******************************************************* 
if( wad == 13) setjoystick_ constants(); 
} 
void setjoystick_constants() 
{ 
float initial_length; 
int wad, lowcorr, i, xpos; 
II get pot values 
channel= 1; 
startchannel( 1 ); 
lowcorr = 256; 
for (i= 1; i<7; i++) 
{ 
readchannel(i); 
ift1obyte[i]<lowcorr) lowcorr=lobyte[i]; 
startchannel(i+ 1); 
} ; 
II get the linkage length offset 
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) 
/1 mu11t f olloYt· tht- readchannel &eellon ,uncf' lowcorr is used. 
prmtfl "\n \nen~r length of the linkages .. I; 
scanfl "~f'.&1n1llnl_lengt.h I; 
11_ offset.= 1ni t.u1l_ lengt.h-~ lowcorr-pot_offset l• pot_ to_ll_ conversion; 
/I print the nev.· correct.1on.s nnd off set 
clrscrf 1; 
gotoX)13,3 ); 
pr1ntfl "the corrections for the potentiometers are: .. 1; 
/I loop to calrulat.e and print the pot corrections 
for ( i= l;i<7;1++ l 
! 
/ the pot correct1on.s 
pot_corrt i )=lobyte[ i i-lo\,•corr; 
·' print the results 
I••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
xpos=3 +l 6•1 i-1 I I; 
gotoXyi xpos.51; 
printfi "'k.3d .. ,i 1; 
gotoxy, xpos.6 I; 
print.fl "0c 3d ·· ,pot_ corr[ i] I; 
I: 
gotoxy, 3.8); 
printfl "the offset for the linkage lengths is <k-6.2f' ,ll_ofTset ); 
pause(); 
void storejoystick_constants() 
l 
FILE *out· 
. ' 
int ij; 
clrscr( ); 
printf("store the joystick constants? (yes)"); 
i = getch(); 
if(i==121 I i==89 I i==l3) 
{ 
out= fopen("joystick.con","wt"); 
if(out == NULL) 
{ 
printf("error opening joystick.con"); 
paus·e(); 
return; 
} ; 
fprintf( out, "pot corrections \n"); . 
for (i=l;i<.7;i++) fprintf(out,"%3d ",pot_corr[i]); 
fprintf( out, "\nlinkage length offset \n"); 
.fprintf( out, "%f ",ll_offset); 
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I; 
fcl~~ouU; 
l; 
void initialize_ values( l 
/I•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
int 1; 
linkage_lengths_2( l; 
fo~i=l;i<7;i++l old_Ui]=L[i]; 
I; 
void linkage_lengths( l 
1•··················································· 
} ; 
obtains the linkage lengths 
outputs. 
link_length: 7 element global vector returns the six linkage lengths 
in elements 1 to 6. 
·················································•••; 
int i. j. xposition, oldchannel, dum; 
for lj=lj<7j++l 
f 
readchannel( channel); 
// start nev, channel as quickly as possible. 
oldchannel = channel; 
channel= channel+l; 
if ( channel >6 ) channel = 1; 
startchannel( channel); 
II do calculations on the value of oldchannel 
// dum equals the pot value minus the correction factor for that 
// pot and minus the common pot offset. 
dum = lobyte[oldchannel] - pot_corr[ oldchannel] - pot_offset; 
// the linkage length equals dum*the pot to length conversion+ 
// the common linkage length offset. 
old_L[ oldchannel]=L[ oldchannel]; 
L[oldchannel] = dum*pot_to_ll_conversion + ll __ offset; 
dL[ oldchannel]=L[ oldchannel]-old_L[ oldchannel]; 
} ; 
void linkage_lengths_20 
/**************************************************** 
obtains the linkage lengths 
link_length: 7 element global vector return~ the six linkage lengths 
in elements 1 to 6. 
********-********************************************/ 
\) 
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inti. dum; 
for ( i = 1 ~i < 7; i + + ) 
{ 
start.channel( i J; 
readchannel( i ); 
// dum equals tbe pot value minus tbe correction fact.or for tbat 
I' pot and minus tbe common pot offset. 
dum = lo byte[ i] - pot_corr{ i] - JX>t_ofTset; 
/' the linkage length equals dum •tbe pot to length conversion + 
11 the con1n1on linkage length offset. 
L_meas[i] = dum•pot_to_ll_conversion + ll_ofTset; 
l; 
l; 
void jacobian( l 
/!•••••················································· /I 
11 fills the nonzero elements of the Jacobian of the joystick 
/I handle base to the joystick base. 
/I 
1• 
cable 1 - connects h.b.v. 3 to b.v. 1 
cable 2 - connects h.b.v. 3 to b.v. 2 
cable 3 - connects h.b.v. 1 to b.v. 2 
cable 4 - connects h.b.v. 1 to b.v. 3 
cable 5 - connects h.b.v. 2 to b.v. 3 
cable 6 - connects h.b.v. 2 to b.v. 1 
*I 
ll****************************************************** 
' int ij; 
// make sure the unused elements are zero. 
for (i=l;i<lO;i++) 
for (j=l;j<lO;j++) 
J[iJUJ= o.o; 
II elements due to the six linkages 
II cable 1 connects base vertex 1 to handle. vertex 3 
J[1][7] = (T[7]-B[l])/L[l]; 
J[1][8J = (T[8J-B[2])/L[l]; 
J[1][9] = (T[9]-B[3])/L[l]; 
II cable 2 connects base vertex 2 to handle vertex 3 
J[2][7] = (T[7]-B[ 4])/L[2]; 
J[2][8] = (T[8]-B[5])/L[2]; 
J[2][9] = (T[9]-B[6])/L[2]; 
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// c.able 3 connecl8 base ,·ertcx 2 to handle vertex 1 
JI 3 )( 1 J = , Tt 1 J- BI ·1 h 'L{ 3 ]; 
JI3](2J = <TI2J-B15JiU3J; 
J[3][3J = 1'f13J-B[6J1'L[3J; 
// cable ·1 conncct.H buae vertex 3 lo handle vertex 1 
J [ 4 J[ I J = < T [ I J- BI 7 J 1./L [ ·1 L 
J{4)[2] = 1'f12J-B[RJ1'L~·1J; 
J[4)[3J = 1T'[3J-I~9J1/L[·1L 
// cable 5 connecti; base vertex 3 lo handle vertex 2 
J[5](4J = tT[4J-B[7JilL[5L 
J[5][5J = ,Tif>J-B[8]1'L.[5L 
J[5)[6J = 1T[6J-B[9J11.J[5L 
11 cable~ connect.~ base vertex 1 to handle vertex 2 
J[6][4] = (T[4]-B[lJ1tL[6J; 
J[6][5] = 1T[5J-B[2]~'L{6]; 
J [ 6 ][ 6 J = 1 T[ 6 )- B [ 3 J 1 'L [ 6 ]; 
/ 1 elements due to the handle base 
/I side 1 connects handle verticies 1. 2 
J[7][1J = (T[l]-T[4]1/L[7]: 
J[ 7 ][ 2 J = 1 T[ 2 J-T[ 5] 1 ~[ 7]; 
J[ 7 ][ 3 J = , T[ 3 J-T[ 6] J/L[ 7]; 
J[7][4] = -J[7][1]: 
J[ 7 J[ 5 J = -J [ 7 ][ 2]; 
J[7][6] = -J[7][3]; 
// side 1 connects handle verticies 3,2 
J[8][4] = (T[4]-T[7])/L[8J; 
J[8][5] = (T[5]-T[8])/L[8J; 
J[8J[6] = (T[6J-T[9])/L[8]; 
J[8J[7] = -J[8][4]; 
J[8][8] = -J[8][5]; 
J[8][9] = -J[8][6]; 
// side 1 connects handle verticies 3, 1 
J[9][1] = (T[l]-T[7])/L(9]; 
J[9][2] = (T[2]-T[8])/L[9]; 
J[9][3] = (T[3]-T[9])/L[9]; 
J[9][7] = -J[9][1]; 
J[9][8] = -J[9][2]; 
J[9][9] = -J[9][3]; 
void check_last_element_nonzero(float a[lO][lO],float b[lO][lO],int row) 
II routine is a slave routine to invertjoystickjacobian, which first 
// tries to resolve the jacobian into a lower triangular matrix by 
II gaussian elimination with the b matrix becoming the inverse. 
// this routine considers a row 'row', which, if having a nonzero 
II element in column 'row', must have another row above it added to 
II it to give it a nonzero element in column 'row'. 
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// if ab&alu~ a(rov.·J[rov.·J )c:0.0, another row must be found 
{ 
int i,rowma.x,check rov.-: 
float dum,test,dun11, 
SMALL= 0.0001; 
dum=a[ rov.· ][ rov.•]; 
ifl dum < 0.0 l dum ·= -1.0; 
ifl dum < SMALL 1 
( 
/ if a[ rov, J[ ro\a,' ]<SMALL, add rov.· v.·ith nonzero [ ro\a,' J[ ro\a,· J element 
Ii print.f1''pivotal element too small - \n"l: 
test = 0.0: 
rov."TI1ax = ro\s,·; 
for ( i=rov.·-1:i>O;i-- l 
j 
dum 1 = a[ i ][ray.·]; 
if1 duml < O.Ol duml ·= -1; 
if1 dum 1 > test l 
l; 
{ 
TOY.'111ax = 1; 
test= duml; 
l; 
ifttest==O.Ol printfl''noninvertable jacobian - error #1 \n'i ,; 
for ( i= 1 :i<=ro\l.·:i++) II must sum only to rov.· 
a[row][i] += a[rowmax][il; 
for (i=l;i<lO;i++) II must sum complete rows for b matrix. 
b[row][i] += b[rowmax][i]; 
} ; 
l ; 
void invertjoystickjacobian(float a[ 10][10],float b[ 10][10]) 
II**************************************************************** 
II inverts the joystick jacobian matrix 
II the inversion is by gaussian elimination - done in three steps: 
II - the matrix is reduced to lower triangular 
II - the matrix is reduced to diagonal 
II - the matrix is reduced to the identity 
II the a matrix is the input matrix, which is reduced to the identity, 
II and the b matrix is the identity, which through the same operations 
II as a, becomes the inverse 
II**************************************************************** 
{ 
inti, j, k; 
float scale; 
// initialize the b matrix 
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;:··········································· 
for ( 1 = 1;1<10 ~1 + + l 
I 
for (J=lj<lOJ++i 
b[i]Lil = 0.0; 
b[i)[i) = 1.0; 
l; 
I' reduce t.o lower triangular 
!'··········································· 
/' st.art y;ith ro,,.· 9, hnA nn clement 91, go to roy.· 2 
for ( i=9·1> 1 ·i-- 1 . . 
! 
check_last_elen1ent_nonzer()( a.b.i 1; 
/ 1 perform zeroing of last elements on roy.·s i-1 to 1 
for IJ=i-1 J>OJ-- 1 
l 
iflaLJ][i]'.=0.01 
I 
scale= aLJJ[iya[i][i]: 
/' must perform adustment on elemen~ 1 to i for matri.x a 
/' and on rov-·s i to 9 for matrix b 
for ( k = 1 : k < 10 ~k + + l 
l 
aLi J[k J -= scale* a[ i J[k J: 
b U ][k J -= scale*b[ i ][k]: 
} ; 
II fprintft OUT, ''a matrix after rov-~ 0c Id operated on: \n''j ); 
II file_9x9(a); 
II printfl"a matrix after row o/c ld operated on: \n" j ); 
II print_9x9( a); 
II pause(); 
II fprintf(OUT,"b matrix after row o/cld operated oil:\n"j); 
II file_9x9(b); 
} ; 
} ; 
} ; 
II reduce to diagonal 
ll*************************************'***** 
II use rows 1 to 8 to remove the nondiagonal el~ments of the other· 
II rows. 
for (i=l;i<9;i++) 
{ 
for (j=i+lj<lOj++) 
if( a[j][i]!=O.O ) 
{ 
scale = a[j][i]/a[i][i]; 
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l; 
for (k::l~k<lOJt++I 
( 
l; 
a[j ]( k J -= scale• al i J[ k J; 
b!j J(k J -=> scale•b[ i J[k J; 
) ; 
/I reduce to identity 
~··········································· 
for, i= 1 :i< 10:i++ 1 
l; 
( 
for ( k= 1 ;k< 10:k++ l 
b[i]fk] ,= a[i][i]: 
l; 
void get_du ) 
r•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
/1 calculates the nev. dL vector 
/!••••·················································· 
int i; 
float dL_this; 
dL(lJ = L_meas[lJ - L[l]; 
dL[2] = L_meas[2] - L[2]; 
dL[3J = L_meas[3J - L[3]; 
dL( 4J = L_meas[ 4] - L[ 4]; 
dL[5] = L_meas[5] - L[5]; 
dL[ 6 J = L_meas[ 6] - L[ 6]; 
dL[ 7] = L_meas[ 7] - h_side; 
dL[ 8] = L_meas[ 8] - h_side; 
dL[9] = L_meas[9] - h_side; 
dL_error = 0.0; 
for(i= l;i<7;i++) 
{ 
dL_this = dL[i]; 
if(dL_this <0.0) d_L_this = -dL_this; 
if( dL_this > dL_error) dL_error = dL_this; 
} ; 
} ; 
void get_T() 
ll****************************************************** 
/I calculates the new T vector 
II T = vertical of [Tlx,Tly,Tlz,T2x,T2y,T2z,T3x,T3y,T3z] 
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.. 
/, dT • (inverse of jacob1an] • dL 
/; new T E old T + dT 
l •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
int ij; 
for ( i= 1 ~i< lO~i++) 
for fj=lj<10J++ 1 
T[ i J + = J _inverse[ i Hj) • dUj L 
I; 
void get_Ll l 
/, ....••..•.............•...•........................... 
/, calculates tbe estimated L - to check against L_meas 
f •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
I 
L[l] = sqrU pow1B[1J-T[7].2.01 + pov.1B[2J-T[8].2.01 ... poW1B[3]-T19].2.01 1; 
L[2J = sqrV pow1B[4J-TI7l.2.01 + pov.1B[5J-T[8].2.01 + pov.1B[6J-T19].2.01 1; 
L [ 3 ] = sq rU p owt B [ 4 ]-TI 1 ]. 2 . 0 l + po v.1 B [ 5 ]-T[ 2 ]. 2 . 0 1 + pov.'1 B [ 6 ]-T! 3 ]. 2. 0 l , ; 
L [ 4 ] = sq rU po~ B [ 7 ]-T[ 1 ]. 2 . 0 1 + po v.1 B [ 8 ]-T[ 2 ]. 2 . 0 1 + p ov.1 B [ 9 ]-T[ 3 ]. 2 . 0 I 1; 
L[5J = sqrU powiB[7J-TI4J.2.0i + pov.1B[8]-T[5].2.01 + powiB[9J-T[6].2.0l 1; 
L [ 6 ] = 8 q rU p OWi B [ 1 ]-T'[ 4 ]. 2 . 0 ) + p O \V1 B [ 2 ]-T[ 5 ]. 2 . 0 ) + p O v.1 B [ 3 ]-TI 6 ]. 2 . 0 ) ) ; 
L[7J = sqrtt pow{T[l]-T[4].2.0) + pow<T[2]-T[5].2.01 + pow1'T[3J-T[6].2.01 ); 
L[8] = sqrU pow{T[7J-T[4J.2.0l + pow<T[8]-T[5J.2.01 + pov.1'.T[9]-T[6].2.01 l; 
L[9] = sqrt( pow{T[l]-T[7].2.0) + pow(T[2J-T[8].2.0l + pow1'T[3J-T[9].2.0l 1; 
} ; 
void store_L_meas_in_L( l 
II****************************************************** 
// calculates the pose given the vertice coordinates 
II****************************************************** 
inti· 
' 
for(i= l;i<lO;i++) 
L[i] = L_meas[i]; 
} ; 
void pose_calc() 
//****************************************************** 
II calculates the pose given the vertice coordinates 
I I ** **** * ******* ** * *** * ** * * *** * ** * ** * ** * ** * * *** * * ** * ** * * 
{ 
II the translational coordinatess 
pose[l] = ( 1./3. )*( T[l]+T[4]+T[7] ); 
pose[2] = ( 1./3. )*( T[2]+ T[5]+ T[8] ); 
pose[3] = ( 1./3. )*( T[3]+ T[6]+ T[9] ); 
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/I the rolallonnl coord1nates 
pose{ 6] = ntan, , T12 }-pose{ 2] V(T[ 1 ]-pose[ 1] I ) ; 
pose[ 5] = 1uun1 ( pose[ 3 J-T13 )l/h_radiua ); 
pose[ 4] = al.an' , T16 }-T19] V( cos( pose{ 5 ))•h_side l ); 
I 
void pa use( , 
r•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
v,aits until the operator hits any key 
..........................••..•...••.......•.......• , 
int i; 
print.f1 "\n \nhit any key to continue .. " l; 
i = get.ch, i; 
l 
void print_ l:x6d( a, 
int •a· 
• 
!'······················································ 
/
1 prints elements 1 to 6 of an array a. 
j!•••••················································· 
int i; 
print.fl "\n'' l; 
for (i=l:i<7;i++) printf1"%3.d '',il; 
print.fr "\n" ); 
for ( i = 1 ; i < 7 ; i + + ) p rin tf( "'lc.3 d ", a [ i ] ) ; 
l; 
void print_ lx6f{ a) 
float *a· 
' ll****************************************************** 
// prints elements 1 to 6 of an array a. 
ll****************************************************** 
inti; 
printf("\n"); 
for (i=l;i<7;i++) printf("%5d ",i); 
printf("\n"_); 
for (i=l;i<7;i++) printf("%5.2f ",a[i]); 
} ; 
void print_9x9s(float a[lO][lO]) 
II ****************************************************** 
ll 
//****************************************************** 
{ 
int ij; 
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for ( i• l ~1< IO~i++ I 
( 
for (jm lj<6j++) 
printfl"'k-·+9.~ ",a(iJU]); 
printfl .. \ n "); 
fonj=6J< IOj+ +) printfl"~·+9.2e .. ,a( i JU J ); 
p rin tfl " \ n" 1; 
l; 
l; 
void display _ _pose_setuJ)' 1 
ll •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
1: setup tbe screen for tbe pose printing 
/· ..................................................... . 
c lrscr~ ); 
gotoX)-15.3 t; 
print.ff ''Joystick Pose ... "); 
gotoxyi 12,61; 
print.ff ·x·· ); 
goto:&-y{ 22.6 I; 
print.ff ·y· ); 
gotoxy{32.61; 
print.fl "Z" ); 
gotoxyt 41,6 ); 
putch( 233 ); 
print.fl ''x" ); 
gotoxy( 51, 6); 
p u tch ( 2 33 ) ; 
Printf{ ''y" )· ~ ' 
gotoxy( 61. 6); 
putch(233 ); 
printf{ ''z" ); 
gotoxy( 10,20); 
printf("hit any key to return"); 
} 
void display _pose() 
ll****************************************************** 
II updates the screen display of the pose coordinates -
II requires the screen to be setup by display_pose_setup. 
ll****************************************************** 
inti, x; 
gotoxy(8, 7); 
-for (i=l;i<7;i++) 
{ 
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printfl '''1·+6.2! ",pose( i] ): 
) ; 
void print_ verticies( al 
float • a; 
II•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
// prints the coordinates for a triangle's vertic1es - assumes 
// an input vector a ,..,;th setup: a= lxl,yl,zl,x2,y2,z2,x3,y3,z.31. 
ll ·································~···················· 
} ; 
int ij .k; 
k=O· I 
print.11"\n X 
for Ii= 1 ;i<4;i++ l 
{ 
printfT"\n 'lcld".i); 
for IJ=lj<4j++) 
) ; 
I 
k=k+l; 
print.fr" o/(}6 .2f ·.a[k] l; 
) ; 
void display _menu() 
Z .. )· I 
ll****************************************************** 
II 
ll****************************************************** 
int i,sel; 
sel=lO; 
while<sel!= 13) 
{ 
clrscr( ); 
printf("O print the lobytes \n"); 
printf("1 print linkage lengths \n"); 
printf("2 print the current vertex coordinates \n"); 
printf("3 print the current pose of the joystick handle \n"); 
printf("4 print the jacobian \n"); 
printf("5 print the inverse of the jacobian \n"); 
printf("6 for LU \n"); 
printf("return to quit the print routine \n"); 
printf("selection: "); 
sel=getch(); 
switch(sel) 
{ 
case 13: // quit the ·routine 
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return; 
l; 
case 48: I,. print the lobyt~ 
I 
c lrscr1 1; 
pnntf1 "the lobytes \n \n" l; 
print_ 1 x6d1 lo byte 1; 
pnnt.f1"\n",; 
pausel 1; 
break; 
l; 
case 49: l 
c lrscr1 1 • 
• 
pnntfr "tht' linkage lengths \n \n" 1; 
print_ I x6fl L 1; 
pause' 1; 
break; 
l: 
case 50: 11 the vertice coordinates 
l 
clrscr( 1; 
printfr "the handle base vertices: \n" ); 
print_ verticies( T); 
printfr"\n\nthe base triangle verticies:\n"); 
print_ verticies( B ); 
pause{ l; 
break; 
l ; 
case 51: // the pose 
{ 
display _pose_setu p( ); 
display _pose(); 
pause{); 
break; 
} ; 
case 52: // print the jacobian 
{ 
clrscr( ); 
printf("the jacobian \n \n"); 
print_9x9s(J); 
pause(); 
break; 
} ; 
case 53: 
{ 
clrscr(); 
printf("the inverse of the Jacobian \n \n"); 
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I; 
pnnt_9x9m J _1nverse ); 
pause',; 
break; 
l; 
default 
! 
pnntfl .. \ ntry again "1; 
sel=getch< 1; 
I; 
I; II sv,itch statement 
l; // v.·hile loop 
void t.est_scre-en_setup1·l 
! 
c lrscr1 1; 
gotoxy1 2.11; 
print.fl "lo bytes:" I; 
gotoxy12.4 l; 
print.fl "linkage lengths:" J; 
goto A:/~ 2. 7); 
printfr ''change since last linkage length val·ues:" 1; 
gotoA:112.10 ); 
printfi "vertex coordinates: 11 ); 
printfi"\n X Y Z11 ); 
gotoxy( 2.16); 
printfr"pose coordinates \n 11 ); 
print.fr" X Y Z 11 ); 
putch( 233 ); 
printf{ "x 11 ); 
putch(233 ); 
printf{"y II); 
putch(233 ); 
printf("z 11 ); 
gotoxy(2,20); 
printf(" counter:"); 
gotoxy(2,22); 
printf("hit any key to exit"); 
} ; 
void print_floating_line(float a[7]) 
{ 
inti; 
for(i=l;i<lO;i++) 
printf(" o/o6.2f ",a[i]); 
}; 
void test_screen_update() 
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int ij,k; 
gotnX)12,2 ); 
for ll=l~1<7;i++l printfl"'%-.3d ··.lob:y1e[i]); 
gotoX)12,5 I; 
print_flonting_lm~ L 1; 
gotoxyt 2 .8 1; 
print_flonting__l1ne1 dL ); 
gotoXy1 l, 11 J; 
k=O; 
for Ii= 1 ;i<4;i++ l 
l 
printfl "\n ~ ld".i l; 
for (j=lj<4j++l 
) ; 
! 
k=k+l; 
print11·· 9'r6.2f',T[k]l; 
) ; 
gotoxy~ 2.18 J; 
foni=l:i<7:i++ 1 
prin tfl "906. 2f ·· ,pose[iJ ); 
counter+=l; 
ifl counter==61 l 
( 
counter=l· 
' 
if{dis_char==219) dis_char=O; 
else dis_char=219; 
} ; 
gotoxy(9+counter,20 ); 
pu tch( dis_ char); 
} ; 
void test_screen_setu p _2() 
{ 
clrscr(); 
printf("old linkage lengths: \n"); 
p rin t_floa ting_ line(L); 
printf("\nnew measured linkage lengths: \n"); 
print_floating_line(L_meas); 
printf("\ndeviation of the calculated linkage lengths: "); 
gotoxy(l,24); 
printf("hit any key to exit"); 
gotoxy(l,6); 
} ; 
void test_screen_update_2() 
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print_floallng_lin~ dL ); 
pnnt1l"\n"1; 
l 
void test inverse< l 
! 
l 
1nt 1j,k; 
float dum; 
clrBCr11; 
f Ori l=} ;i< }Q;1++ I 
! 
f O r1 J = } J < } Q J + + I 
! 
dum={LO; 
f Or( k = 1 :k < 1 0; k + + ) 
dum += J[i][k]•J_inverse[k][j]; 
print.f1 ''0cf ··.dum 1; 
l; 
printfT "\n" l; 
l; 
void open_ TEST{ I 
! 
TEST = fopen(joy5.tst",''wt" ); 
iflTEST==NULL) printf("unable to open joy5.tst .. " ); 
l . 
void joystick() 
{ 
display _pose_setup( ); 
while( !kbhit()) 
{ 
linkage_lengths_2( ); 
get_dL( ); 
while( dL_error>dL_limit) 
{ 
jacobian(); 
invertjoystickjacobian(J,J _inverse); 
get_TO; 
geti.L<); 
get_dLO; 
} ; 
pose_calc(); 
display_pose(); 
} ; 
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, ....•............................................... 
ma1n routine 
.•...•................•............................. / 
void main( I 
{ 
int i; 
init_routine{ J; 
ifl filedebug l open_ TEST( l; 
clrscri 1· 
' 
print.fl "main menu: \n \n" 1; 
print.D "1 reset joystick canst.ants\ n" J; 
print.fl "2 display pose \n \n" 1; 
printfl" selection: ( 2 i·· l; 
i=O· 
• 
\ 1:hile! 1 (i==4 9 I i==50 I i== 13 J 1 ! 
i = getch( 1; 
prin tfl "<ic<l ··, i); I; 
8\Jlitch ( i) ( 
case 49: ( 
joystick_constants( ); 
break;) 
case 13: 
case 50: ( 
joystick(); 
break; ) } ; 
if( filedebug) f close(TEST); 
) 
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